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1

Introduction
The research presented in this thesis focuses on multiple aspects of activity understanding
in the context of assistive robotics, including human activity recognition, human activity
prediction, and related practical topics such as human localization and data fusion. Novel
machine learning methods are presented to model human activities, so that the activity
labels can be inferred and predicted in an automatic way using sensory data. The thesis
was motivated by the fact that the need for accompany robots will grow rapidly in the
coming decades because of global aging.

1.1

Need for Accompany Robots

The world is experiencing enormous challenges because of global aging. As people age,
their health expenditures tend to grow rapidly. The extensive expenditures do not only
require more financial investment, but more importantly, they require more labor and
effort to be put into the health care industry. However, recent reports show that the world
is expected to meet severe shortage of labor in the coming few decades (Union, 2015).
The statistics based on the age distribution of European countries show that there were
only four working-age persons (aged 15-64 years) per older person (aged 65 or over) in
2013. Unfortunately, the situation will become even worse by 2050, and it is projected
that every older person will then be supported by only two younger people of working
age (see Figure 1.1).
How can we provide high-quality support to the older people despite the shortage of
human labor? An accompany robot is probably among one of the best answers (Amirabdollahian et al., 2013; Dautenhahn, 2004; Heerink et al., 2010). Firstly, an accompany
robot can be deployed continuously in the home of the older people for monitoring tasks.
Once there is an emergency or an anomalous activity, the robot can alert the care-givers
or the relatives at the very first moment (Wang et al., 2012). Secondly, the robot can offer
physical support to help with their mobility (Krishnan and Pugazhenthi, 2013). Thirdly,
an accompany robot can have social interactions with the older people to compensate for
their loneliness and to meet their social needs (Gallego-Perez et al., 2015; Kidd et al.,
1
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Figure 1.1: Old-age support ratio by region of the world, 1950, 2013 and the prediction
on 2050 (Union, 2015). The old-age support ratio is the number of working-age persons
(aged 15-64 years) per older person (aged 65 years or over).
2006; Wada and Shibata, 2007). With the assistance of the companion robot, the caregivers use their limited time to focus on making medical and recovery plans for the older
people without being trapped with tedious work. The older people can also have an allday physical support, a considerate listener, and an emotionally adequate companion to
help them.
Many platforms for robot companions have been developed in the past decade (see Figure 1.2). PR-2 (Wyrobek et al., 2008) and Care-O-bot 3 (Graf et al., 2009), Giraff Plus
(Coradeschi et al., 2013), and the latest Care-O-bot 41 . Much research has focused on
issues like control (Wiley, 2006), grasping (Yoshikawa, 2010), navigation (Kruse et al.,
2013) and localization (Corke et al., 2007). In this thesis we focus on the challenge of
human activity understanding.

1.2

Need for Human Activity and Intention Recognition
by Accompany Robots

The accompany robots are expected to interact with people in a socially acceptable manner (Amirabdollahian et al., 2013). For that, the robot needs to recognize human activities
as well as predict which upcoming activity is going to happen. Activity recognition and
activity prediction are very related topics because both of them aim to understand human
behaviors based on what the robot has observed. The main difference is that an activity
recognition system aims to understand the current and previously performed activities
1 http://www.care-o-bot-4.de/
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 1.2: Some companion robots that are currently used by the researchers. a) PR-2.
b) Giraff. c) Care-O-bot 3. d) Care-O-bot 4.

(Turaga et al., 2008). In contrast, an activity anticipation system focuses on predicting the upcoming activities based on the history (Ryoo, 2011). Activity recognition and
activity prediction are essential in many ways.
An activity recognition system enables the robot to monitor the daily activity routines
of older people. These records are very helpful for tracking personal life styles. e.g.,
where does the older person usually put the pill box after taking medicine, when does
the older person usually make a phone call. By knowing the habits of the older people,
the robot can provide services in a personalized way, e.g., helping the older people to
put the pill box back to a usual place and reminding them of making a phone call at
a certain time. Activity recognition systems can also be used by medical doctors to
help with diagnosing a possible disease of the older people. Normally, the daily activity
questionnaires are used to assess the physical, mental and social status of the older people
(Barger et al., 2005). However, answers to these questionnaires are often very subjective
and unreliable because older persons usually suffer from memory loss (McDermott et al.,
2000). The activity recognition system can provide additional data for the reference of
the health status of the older people. E.g., frequent usage of the bathroom indicates a risk
for diabetes. After measuring the frequency of the activity using bathroom, the robot can
report the activity statistics to the doctors and help diagnosing whether the individual has
diabetes.
Activity prediction is important because companion robots intensively interact with the
older people in helping them achieve daily tasks. This requires the robot to know what
the upcoming activities are that the older person intents to do, so that the robot can react
3
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Activity

Actions

Microwave Food

Opening

Reaching

Moving

Placing

Closing

RGB-D
Video

Figure 1.3: An illustration of the activity hierarchy. The input data (e.g., an RGB-D
video) are represented as a spatial-temporal volume. The top layer shows the activity associated with the whole video. The layer in the middle consists of a sequence of actions.
Each of the action has a different duration, which is reflected in the bottom layer.
in time with appropriate assistance in an unobtrusive manner. E.g., imagine the robot
sees a person standing in front of a fridge with a cake box in their hands. If the robot can
predict the activity placing box into fridge, the robot can help with opening the fridge
door. Also, the companion robot needs to anticipate human activities in order to have
more socially acceptable behaviors.

1.3

The Nature of Activity Hierarchy

Human activities are associated with the goals and motivation that are result in the motion of body parts (e.g., head, torso, hands, and feet). The terms action and activity are
frequently used interchangeably in the literature, some convention is needed for clarity.
Turaga et al. (2008) defines an action as a simple motion pattern that is executed by a
single person. They also defined an activity to be a sequence of actions. In this thesis,
we elaborate on the definition of activities and actions as follows: Actions are the atomic
movements of a single person in the environment, e.g., reaching, placing, opening, waving and closing. Most of these actions are completed in a relatively short period of time.
In contrast, activities refer to a complete sequence that is composed of different actions.
For example, microwaving food is an activity that can be decomposed into a number of
actions such as opening the microwave, reaching for food, moving food, placing food,
and closing the microwave.
The relation between actions and activities is illustrated in Figure 1.3.

1.4

Challenges and Research Questions

Although much prior work has been focusing on the modeling of human activities from
sensory data, we are still facing enormous challenges. In this thesis, we focus on solving
five current challenges in the field of activity understanding. Each of the challenges leads
4

1.4. Challenges and Research Questions
to answering one questions, listed below, which are addressed in separate chapters in the
thesis.
Our first challenge is that human actions are very diverse in terms of their representations.
Even for the same person, one may have multiple ways to conduct the same action. This
results in a large within-class variation of human actions. E.g., one person may reach
a bottle with the left hand, but another may reach with the right hand. Although both
of the action labels are reaching, the two activities are totally mirrored. For the same
activity opening, one may choose to open a microwave, and the other may choose to
open a laptop. Their representations are totally different in the observed sequences. This
leads to our first research question:
Q1: How can we model the large within-class variation of human actions?
One possible solution would be to label all the variations as sub-classes by hand. But it
is usually very unrealistic due to the large number of actions and the noise introduced
by the annotators. In Chapter 3, we introduced a model that can automate this process.
With an extra hidden layer, the model is able to learn the optimal distribution of those
within-class variations.
Q2: How to model actions when the labels are noisy?
Learning the action model usually requires a set of training data where the data have been
annotated with the activity labels (i.e., supervised learning). There are many approaches
focusing on learning the models and estimating the model parameters. However, these often ignore the fact that the labels can be very noisy. This form of noise cannot be avoided
because different annotators may have different interpretations, and their annotated labels
may occasionally differ greatly. In Chapter 4, we propose the method of soft labeling that
can incorporate noise of labels into the process of model optimization.
Q3: How to model the hierarchy of human activities?
The activity may have different levels of complexity, and it would be beneficial to jointly
model activities and actions to infer both activity and action labels using the sensory data.
In Chapter 5, we introduce a hierarchical representation of the activities and actions, and
we propose a learning framework for model optimization.
Q4: How to predict human intention?
Predicting the upcoming activities or actions is an essential ingredient in many humanrobot collaboration scenarios. In the case of predicting the intent to reach, we aim to
predict not only that the person will reach, but also which object in the environment
the human collaborator plans to interact with. This prediction can allow a collaborative
robot to both provide appropriate assistance and plan its own motion so as not to interfere
with the human. In Chapter 6, we propose a novel joint model for simultaneous recognition of human activities and prediction of intent to reach, based on skeletal pose. Our
approach incorporates a simple human kinematic model which allows us to incorporate
the reachability of objects into our predictive model with only a small increase in the
dimensionality of the input feature space.
Q5: How to effectively apply activity understanding to a realistic robot applications?
5
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There are many practical issues to solve before we can apply our system to the realistic
scenarios. Among these tasks, human localization is a critical one. Due to the limited
range of the robot sensors, the robot needs to be aware of the location of the person so that
the tasks can be carried out efficiently. In addition to the location, the robot also needs
to know the identity of the person, so the service may be provided in a personalized way.
In Chapter 7, we discuss these practical issues to combine the task of human localization
and face recognition.
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Background and Related Work

2.1

Activity Understanding: Sensors

The systems for automated understanding of human activities usually analyze a data
sequence over a certain period of time, and their task is to identify the activities that
are performed by the subjects in that time span (Ye et al., 2013). The data sequence is
usually recorded with a variety of sensors. Depending on the location where the sensors
are mounted, the sensors can be categorized into three types: sensors that are worn by
a human (i.e., wearable sensors), sensors mounted on the robot platform (i.e., on-board
sensors), and sensors that are fixed in the environment (i.e., ambient sensors).
Wearable sensors, the ones that are worn on the body or clothes, are commonly used
in the literature. E.g., Yang et al. (2010) mounted accelerometers on body joints to detect people standing, walking and running. Tapia et al. (2007) used both accelerometers
and heart rate sensor to recognize human activities as well as the intensity of physical
exercises. Liao et al. (2007) proposed a method to recognize outdoor activities using a
GPS location sensor. The recognized activities include working, visiting and traveling.
Based on the detected activities, major places of the activities are further derived, e.g.,
workplace, home, and bus stop. Wearable sensors are increasingly becoming commonplace in many consumables in our daily life, e.g., watches, mobile phones, glasses, shoes
(Lara and Labrador, 2013). With wearable sensors, we are able to directly measure the
movements of humans. Although the popularity of wearable sensors is growing rapidly,
the intrinsic limitation of these sensors is that they have to be attached to people either
directly or through a particular device that people are required to carry when they are
performing activities. This is inconvenient for the elderly people, particularly when they
are disabled.
Rather than attaching sensors to body, an alternative is to fix sensors in the environment
(i.e., ambient sensors). Some ambient sensors give a binary signal representing whether
a certain event occurs, e.g., a magnet contact sensor is mounted to detect whether the
drawer or a door is open or closed, a pressure sensor under the couch to detect whether
a person is sitting, a thermostat to measure whether the room temperature has reached
a certain value, and a motion detector detecting the presence and motion of a person
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(Van Kasteren et al., 2008). These simple sensors are better than the wearable sensors
in that they are non-invasive and the sensors can be mounted in an unobtrusive way.
Their weakness is that they are often too limited to provide detailed information about
the subject, which in many cases is useful for distinguishing between different human
activities (Pansiot et al., 2007).

One commonly used sensor is the RGB camera. An RGB camera can be used as either an
on-board sensor mounted on the robot or an ambient sensor depending on the context of
usage. Some of the color cameras are equipped with a wide-angle lens in order to obtain
a hemispherical field-of-view. Images captured by those cameras are heavily distorted
and resulting in a fisheye effect, therefore they are also called fish-eye cameras. This
type of cameras is particularly useful for home usage because it can cover a large area
of the room with a single camera. In general, color cameras provide rich color and texture information, which can be used for many applications, including object recognition
(Felzenszwalb et al., 2009), pose estimation (Yang and Ramanan, 2011), people detection (Andriluka et al., 2008), and people localization (Hu et al., 2012b). However, the
performance of those applications is subject to many challenges, e.g., change of lighting
conditions, shadows and cluttered backgrounds.

A depth sensor is a special type of camera that measures distances between the sensor
and the objects in the front instead of the color, bringing up new opportunities for analyzing human activities. The depth images contain 2.5D shape information and provide
a better representation for detecting boundaries of the objects compared with the twodimensional color images. Commonly used depth sensors include the Microsoft Kinect
and ASUS Xtion Pro, and both of these also contain an RGB camera module. Therefore
they are usually referred to as RGB-D sensors. Similar to color cameras, much research
effort has been directed at using the depth sensors, e.g., object recognition (Tang et al.,
2012a) and face detection (Tsalakanidou et al., 2005). Among them one of the most
notable applications is skeleton tracking, i.e., a method that converts depth information
into the skeleton joints of the human body (Gall et al., 2009). The detected skeleton usually consists of 15 body parts (see Figure 2.1), including head, neck, torso, hips, knees,
feet, arms, elbows and hands. The detected joint contains a 6-dimensional vector that
describes both the location and the orientation of each body part. The skeleton joints
provide a direct and intuitive measurement for inferring human activities, and recent research has shown they outperform approaches that only use color images (Koppula et al.,
2013; Sung et al., 2011).

Each type of sensors has its advantages and limitations. To overcome the restrictions,
it is very beneficial to fuse data from different sources. E.g., In the context of human
activity understanding, these sensors can be used to represent human motions in a different format, including images, binary, or scalar. The challenge is to how to use data
fusion techniques to combine these sensor readings to achieve better performance in understanding human activities.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the RGB-D sensor and the detected skeleton joints

2.2

Activity Understanding: Machine Learning Methods

A variety of machine learning methods have been proposed to understand human activities. These methods often adopt a certain type of model that converts the sensory data,
which are often difficult to interpret directly, into the labels that are meaningful and easy
to understand. Different types of models have been introduced in the past. Accordingly,
their inference and learning algorithms are diverse. In order to make a comprehensive review, we divide the previous approaches along three dimensions, and discuss the choices
that we made to make a model that is suitable for the robot-care scenarios. Firstly, we
consider the hierarchical layout of different models, i.e., whether the model contains a
single layer or multiple layers. Secondly, we divide the approaches based on whether the
labels are given during the learning process. Finally, we divide the methods based on
the nature of the learning method, i.e., whether the method is discriminative or generative.

2.2.1

Single-layer vs. Hierarchical Approach

Human activity recognition is a key component for HRI, particularly for the re-ablement
of the elderly (Amirabdollahian et al., 2013). Depending on the complexity and duration
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of activities, activity recognition approaches can be separated into two categories (Aggarwal and Ryoo, 2011): single-layer approaches and hierarchical approaches. Single-layer
approaches (Hoai et al., 2011; Hu et al., 2014a; Kelley et al., 2008; Laptev et al., 2008;
Liu, 2008; Matikainen et al., 2012; Niyogi and Adelson, 1994; Ryoo and Aggarwal,
2009; Shi et al., 2011) refer to methods that are able to directly recognize human activities from the data without defining any activity hierarchy. Usually, these activities are
both simple and short; therefore, no higher-level layers are required. Typical activities
in this category include walking, waiting, falling, jumping and waving. Nevertheless, in
the real world, activities are not always as simple as these basic actions. For example,
the activity of microwaving food may consist of multiple actions such as opening a microwave, reaching for food, moving food, placing food into the microwave, and closing
the microwave. Typical hierarchical approaches (Hu et al., 2014c; Ivanov and Bobick,
2000; Koppula and Saxena, 2013b; Koppula et al., 2013; Savarese et al., 2008) estimate
both sub-level actions and high-level activity labels, either jointly or in sequence.
Sung et al. (2011) proposed a hierarchical maximum entropy Markov model that detects
activities from RGB-D videos. They consider the actions as hidden nodes that are learned
implicitly. Recently, Koppula et al. (2013) presented an interesting approach that models
both activities and object affordance as random variables. The object affordance label is
defined as the possible manners in which people can interact with an object, e.g., reachable, movable, and eatable. These nodes are inter-connected to model object-object and
object-human interactions. Nodes are connected across the segments to enable temporal
interactions. Given a test video, the model jointly estimates both human activities and object affordance labels using a graph-cut algorithm. After the actions are recognized, the
activities are estimated using a multi-class SVM. This type of approach contains separate
inference for activities and actions. In this thesis, we build a hierarchical approach that
jointly estimates actions and activities from the RGB-D videos. The inference algorithm
is more efficient compared with graph-cut methods.

2.2.2

Unsupervised vs. Supervised Learning

Unsupervised learning of human activities, also referred as activity discovery, is to explore hidden activities from a data sequence without any labels being annotated. Typical
applications include discovering human activity patterns based on a set of ambient sensors (Rashidi and Cook, 2010), mining activity primitives using surveillance cameras
(Thurau and Hlavac, 2008), and mining human activity routines (Sun et al., 2014). The
main advantage of these approaches is that no labels need to be annotated by hand, and
there are abundant amount of data available. However, because human annotated labels
are not used, it is uncertain whether the discovered activity patterns are meaningful to a
human so that the robot can interact in a correct manner. In contrast, supervised learning methods use human-annotated labels, which are usually very hard to obtain and the
labels often contain noise. To deal with this, in this thesis, we incorporate the uncertainty of labels into the training process. The labels in this case can be considered as
sitting between supervised learning and unsupervised learning, and they are referred as
soft labels.
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2.2.3

Generative vs. Discriminative Temporal Models

Human activities can be modeled in a dynamic system that changes over time. Previous
activities have influence on what activity will present in the next time stamp. Such temporal relations are usually represented as a Probablistic Graphical Model (PGM), where
activities are treated as random variables and temporal relations are represented as edges
in the graph. Many different graphical models, e.g., Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)
(Sung et al., 2011; Zhu and Sheng, 2009), Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs) (Ho
et al., 2009), linear-chain Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) (Vail et al., 2007), loopy
CRFs (Koppula et al., 2013), Semi-Markov Models (Van Kasteren et al., 2010), and Hidden CRFs (Wang et al., 2006; Wang and Mori, 2009), have been applied to the recognition
of human activities.
Based on the type of the PGMs models, approaches are often divided into two categories:
generative models and discriminative models (Bishop and Nasrabadi, 2007). The generative models require making assumptions concerning both the correlation of data and
how the data are distributed given the activity state. This is risky because the assumptions
may not reflect the true attributes of the data. Discriminative models, in contrast, only
focus on modeling the posterior probability regardless of how the data are distributed.
The robotic and smart environment scenarios are usually equipped with a combination
of multiple sensors. Some of these sensors may be highly correlated both in the temporal
and spatial domain, e.g., a pressure sensor on a mattress and a motion sensor above a
bed.
The linear-chain CRF is one of the most popular discriminative models and has been
used for many applications. Linear-chain CRFs are efficient models because the exact
inference is tractable. However, these models are limited because they cannot capture
the intermediate structures within the target states (Quattoni et al., 2007). By adding an
extra layer of latent variables, the model allows for more flexibility and therefore can be
used for modeling more complex data. The names of these models, including Hiddenunit CRF (Maaten et al., 2011), Hidden-state CRF (Quattoni et al., 2007) or Hidden CRF
(Wang and Mori, 2009), are inter-changeable in the literature.
Koppula et al. (2013) presented a model for the temporal and spatial interactions between
humans and objects in loopy CRFs. More specifically, they develop a model that has two
types of nodes for representing the action labels of the human and the object affordance
labels of the objects. Human nodes and object nodes within the same temporal segment
are fully connected. Over time, the nodes are transited to the nodes with the same type.
The results show that by modeling the human-object interaction, their model outperforms
the earlier work in (Sung et al., 2011) and (Ni et al., 2012). The inference in the loopy
graph is solved as a quadratic optimization problem using the graph-cut method (Rother
et al., 2007). Their inference method, however, is less efficient compared with the exact
inference in a linear-chain structure because the graph-cut method requires multiple iterations before convergence; more iterations are usually preferred to ensure that a good
solution is obtained.
Another study augments an additional layer of latent variables to the linear-chain CRFs
(Tang et al., 2012b). They explicitly model the new latent layer to represent the durations
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of activities. In contrast to (Koppula et al., 2013; Tang et al., 2012b) solve the inference
problem by reforming the graph into a set of cliques so that the exact inference can be efficiently solved using dynamic programming. In their model, the latent variables and the
observation are assumed to be conditionally independent given the target states.

2.3

How This Thesis Relates to the State-of-art

The work presented in this thesis is different from the previous approaches in terms of
following aspects: Firstly, similar to (Tang et al., 2012b), our model is represented as
a undirected graph. However, we add a layer of latent variables that can be implicitly
learned from the data. Secondly, unlike the previous approaches, we propose a model that
can cope with noise in the labels when learning the model parameters. This allows more
flexibility in labeling the sequence and generate high performance. Thirdly, Koppula
et al. (2013) only models actions in the labels. In our approach, we build a hierarchical
model that can capture the interaction between both the layers including activity and
actions. The model is able to predict activity and action labels jointly. Fourthly, we
work on predicting actions in the future instead of models that only focus on activities in
the past. This allows the robot to be able to plan ahead and enable better human-robot
interaction. Finally, we investigate multiple practical issues in order to apply our system
in the realistic tasks. These tasks include localizing humans with the robots and data
fusion using multiple sensors.
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3

Learning Latent Structure for Action
Recognition

3.1

Abstract

We present a novel latent discriminative model for human action recognition. Unlike the
approaches that require conditional independence assumptions, our model is very flexible in encoding the full connectivity among observations, latent states, and action states.
The model is able to capture richer class of contextual information in both state-state
and observation-state pairs. Although loops are present in the model, we can consider
the graphical model as a linear-chain structure, where the exact inference is tractable.
Thereby the model is very efficient in both inference and learning. The parameters of the
graphical model are learned with the Structured-Support Vector Machine (StructuredSVM). A data-driven approach is used to initialize the latent variables, thereby no hand
labeling for the latent states is required. Experimental results on the CAD-120 benchmark dataset show that our model outperforms the state-of-the-art approach by over 5%
in both precision and recall, while our model is more efficient in computation.

3.2

Introduction

Robotic companions to help people in their daily life are currently a widely studied topic.
In Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) it is very important that the human actions are recognized accurately and efficiently. In this chapter, we present a novel graphical model for
human action recognition.
The task of action recognition is to find the most likely underlying action sequence based
on the observations generated from the sensors. Typical sensors include ambient cameras, contact switches, thermometers, pressure sensors, and the sensors on the robot, e.g.,
RGB-D sensor and Laser Range Finder.
Probabilistic Graphical Models have been widely used for recognizing human activities
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Figure 3.1: The proposed graphical model. Nodes that represent the observations x are
rendered in black, and they are observed both in training and testing. Grey nodes y
are only observed during training but not testing, and they represent the target labels to
be predicted, e.g., action labels. White nodes z refer to the latent variables, which are
unknown either in training or testing. Note that xk , yk , zk are fully connected in our
model, and also for nodes of transition.

in both robotics and smart home scenarios. The graphical models can be divided into
two categories: generative models (Sung et al., 2011; Zhu and Sheng, 2009) and discriminative models (Hu et al., 2013; Koppula et al., 2013; Van Kasteren et al., 2010). The
generative models require making assumptions on both the correlation of data and on
how the data is distributed given the action state. The risk is that the assumptions may
not reflect the true attributes of the data. The discriminative models, in contrast, only
focus on modeling the posterior probability regardless of how the data are distributed.
The robotic and smart environment scenarios are usually equipped with a combination of
multiple sensors. Some of these sensors may be highly correlated, both in the temporal
and spatial domain, e.g., a pressure sensor on the mattress and a motion sensor above the
bed. In these scenarios, the discriminative models provide us a natural way of data fusion
for human action recognition.
The linear-chain Conditional Random Field (CRF) is one of the most popular discriminative models and has been used for many applications. Linear-chain CRFs are efficient
models because the exact inference is tractable. However, they are limited in the way that
they cannot capture the intermediate structures within the target states (Quattoni et al.,
2007). By adding an extra layer of latent variables, the model allows for more flexibility
and therefore it can be used for modeling more complex data. The names of these models are inter-changeable in the literature, such as Hidden-Unit CRF (Maaten et al., 2011),
Hidden-state CRF (Quattoni et al., 2007) or Hidden CRF (Wang and Mori, 2009).
In this chapter, we present a latent discriminative model for human action recognition.
For simplicity, we use latent variables to refer to the augmented hidden layer, as they
are unknown either in training or testing. Intuitively, one can imagine that the latent
variables represent subtypes of the activities. e.g., For the action “opening”, using latent
variables we are able to model the difference between “opening a bottle” and “opening a
door”. The target variables, which is observed during training but not testing, represent
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the target states that we would like to predict, e.g., the action labels. See Figure 3.1 for
the graphical model and the difference between latent variables and target variables. We
evaluate the model using the RGB-D data from the benchmark dataset (Koppula et al.,
2013). The results show that our model performs better than the state-of-the-art approach
(Koppula et al., 2013), while the model is more efficient in inference.
The contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows: We propose a novel
Hidden-unit model for predicting underlying labels based on the sequential data. For
each temporal segment, we exploit the full connectivity among observations, latent variables, and the target variables, from which we can avoid making inappropriate conditional independence assumptions. We show an efficient way of applying exact inference
in our graph. By collapsing the latent states and the target states, our graphical model can
be considered as a linear-chain structure. Applying exact inference under such a structure
is very efficient.

3.3

Related Work

Human action recognition has been extensively studied in recent decades. Different types
of graphical models have been applied to solve the problem, e.g., Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) (Sung et al., 2011; Zhu and Sheng, 2009), Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs)
(Ho et al., 2009), linear-chain CRFs (Vail et al., 2007), loopy CRFs (Koppula et al., 2013),
Semi-Markov Models (Van Kasteren et al., 2010), and Hidden CRFs (Wang et al., 2006;
Wang and Mori, 2009).
As has been discussed in the introduction, the discriminative models are more suitable for
data fusion tasks which are very common in HRI applications, where many different sensors are used. Here we focus on reviewing the most related work that uses discriminative
models for action recognition.
Recently Koppula et al. (2013) presented a model for the temporal and spatial interactions
between human and objects in loopy CRFs. More specifically, they built a model that has
two types of nodes to represent sub-action labels of the human and the object affordance
labels of the objects. Human nodes and objects nodes within the same temporal segment
are fully connected. Over time, the nodes are transited to the nodes with the same type.
The results show that by modeling the human-object interaction, their model outperforms
the earlier work in (Sung et al., 2011) and (Ni et al., 2012). For inference in the loopy
graph, they solve it as a quadratic optimization problem using the graph-cut method
(Rother et al., 2007). Their inference method, however, is less efficient compared with
the exact inference in a linear-chain structure as the graph cut method takes multiple
iterations before convergence, and usually more iterations are preferred to ensure of a
good solution.
Other work (Tang et al., 2012b) augments an additional layer of latent variables to the
linear-chain CRFs. They explicitly model the new latent layer to represent the duration
of activities. In contrast with (Koppula et al., 2013; Tang et al., 2012b) solve the inference problem by reforming the graph into a set of cliques, so that the exact inference
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can be solved efficiently using dynamic programming. In their model, the latent variables and the observation are assumed to be conditionally independent given the target
states.
Our work is different from the previous approaches in both the graphical model and the
efficiency of inference. Firstly, similar to Tang et al. (2012b), our model also uses an
extra latent layer. But instead of explicitly modeling what the latent variables are, we
learn the latent variables directly from the data. Secondly, we do not make conditional
independence assumptions between the latent variables and the observations. Instead,
we add one extra edge between them to make the local graph fully connected. Thirdly,
although our graph also presents a lot of loops as in Koppula et al. (2013), we are able
to transform the cyclic graph into a linear-chain structure where the exact inference is
tractable. The exact inference in our graph only needs two passes of messages across the
linear chain structure which is much more efficient than Koppula et al. (2013). Finally, we
model the interaction between the human and the objects at the feature level, instead of
modeling the object affordance as target states. In such a way, the parameters are learned
to be directly optimized for action recognition rather than making the joint estimation
of both object affordance and the human action. As we apply a data-driven approach to
initialize the latent variables, hand labeling of the object affordance is not necessary in
our model. Our results show that the model outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches
on the CAD120 dataset (Koppula et al., 2013).

3.4

Model

Let x = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xK } be the sequence of observations, where K is the total number of temporal segments in the video. Our goal is to predict the most likely underlying action sequence y = {y1 , y2 , . . . , yK } based on the observations. We define
z = {z1 , z2 , . . . , zK } to be the latent variables in the model. We assume there are
Ny activities to be recognized and Nz latent states. The graphical model of our proposed
system is illustrated in Figure 3.1.
Each observation xk itself is a feature vector within the segment k. The form of xk is
quite flexible. It can be collections of data from different sources, e.g., simple sensor
readings, human locations, human pose, object locations. Some of these observations
may be highly correlated with each other, e.g., the wearable accelerate meters and the
motion sensors. Thanks to the discriminative nature of our model, we do not need to
model such correlation among the observations.

3.4.1

Objective Function

Our model contains three types of potentials that in together form the objective function.
The first potential measures the score of seeing an observation xk with a joint-state assignment (zk , yk ). We define Φ(xk ) to be the function that maps the input data into the
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feature space. w is the vector of parameters in our model.
ψ1 (yk , zk , xk ; w1 ) = w1 (yk , zk ) · Φ(xk )

(3.1)

This potential models the full connectivity among yk , zk and xk , avoiding making any
conditional independence assumptions. It is more accurate to have such a structure since
zk and xk may not be conditionally independent over a given yk in many cases. To
make it more intuitive, one could imagine that yk refers to the action drinking coffee and
zk defines the progress level of drinking. The action drinking coffee starts with human
grasping the coffee cup (zk = 1), then drinking (zk = 2), and then putting the cup
back (zk = 3). Knowing it is a drinking action, the observation xk varies largely over
different progress level zk .
The second potential measures the score of coupling yk with zk . It can be considered as
either the bias entry of Equation 3.1 or the prior of seeing the joint state (yk , zk ).
ψ2 (yk , zk ; w2 ) = w2 (yk , zk )

(3.2)

The third potential characterizes the transition score from the joint state (yk−1 , zk−1 ) to
(yk , zk ). Comparing with the normal transition potentials (Wang and Mori, 2009), our
model leverages the latent variable zk for modeling richer contextual information over
consecutive temporal segments. Not only does our model contain the transition between
states yk , but it also captures the sub-level context using the latent variables. Intuitively,
our model is able to capture the fact that the start of reading a newspaper is more likely to
be preceded by the end of the drinking action rather than the middle part of the drinking
action.
ψ3 (yk−1 , zk−1 , yk , zk ; w3 ) = w3 (yk−1 , zk−1 , yk , zk )
(3.3)
Summing all potentials over the whole sequence, we can write the objective function of
our model as follows
F (y, z, x; w) =

K
X

{w1 (yk , zk ) · Φ(xk ) + w2 (yk , zk )}

k=1

+

K
X

w3 (yk−1 , zk−1 , yk , zk )

(3.4)

k=2

The objective function evaluates the matching score between the joint states (y, z) and
the input x. The score equals to the un-normalized joint probability in the log space.
The objective function can be rewritten into a more general linear form F (y, z, x; w) =
w · Ψ(y, z, x). Therefore the model is in the class of the log-linear model.
Note that it is not necessary to model the latent variables explicitly, but rather the latent
variables can be learned automatically from the training data. Theoretically, the latent
variables can represent any form of data, e.g., time duration, action primitives, as long
as it can help with solving the task. Optimization of the latent model, however, may
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converge to a local minimum. The initialization of the random variables is therefore of
great importance. We compare three initialization strategies in this chapter. Details of
the latent variable initialization will be discussed in Section 3.7.4.
One may notice that our graphical model has many loops, which in general makes the
exact inference intractable. Since our graph complies with the semi-Markov property,
next, we will show that how we benefit from such a structure for efficient inference and
learning.

3.5

Inference

Given the graph and the parameters, the inference is to find the most likely joint states y
and z that maximizes the objective function.
(y ∗ , z ∗ ) = arg max F (y, z, x; w)

(3.5)

(y,z)∈Y×Z

Generally, solving Equation 3.5 is an NP-hard problem that requires evaluating the objective function over an exponential number of state sequences. Exact inference is usually
preferable as it is guaranteed to find the global optimum. However, the exact inference
usually can only be applied efficiently when the graph is acyclic. In contrast, approximate inference is more suitable for loopy graphs, but may take longer to converge and
is likely to find a local optimum. Although our graph contains loops, we show that we
can transform the graph into a linear-chain structure, in which the exact inference becomes tractable. If we collapse the latent variable zk with the action state yk into a single
node, the edges between zk and yk become the internal factor of the new node and the
transition edges collapse into a single transition edge. This results in a typical linearchain CRF, where the cardinality of the new nodes is Ny × Nz . In the linear-chain CRF,
the exact inference can be performed efficiently using dynamic programming (Bellman,
1956).
Using the chain property, we can write the following recursion for computing the maximal score over all possible assignments of y and z.
Vk (yk , zk ) =w1 (yk , zk ) · φ(xk ) + w2 (yk , zk )
+

max
(yk−1 ,zk−1 )∈Y×Z

{w3 (yk−1 , zk−1 , yk , zk )

+ Vk−1 (yk−1 , zk−1 )}

(3.6)

Knowing the optimal assignment at K, we can track back the best assignment in the
previous time step K−1. The process keeps going until all y ∗ and z ∗ have been assigned,
i.e., the inference problem in Equation 3.5 is solved.
Computing Equation 3.6 one time involves O(Ny Nz ) computations. In total, Equation 3.6 needs to be evaluated for all possible assignments of (yk , zk ), so that it is computed Ny Nz times. The total computational cost is, therefore, O(Ny2 Nz2 K). Such com20
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putation is manageable when Ny Nz is not very large, which is usually the case for the
tasks of action recognition.
Next, we show how we can learn the parameters using the max-margin approach.

3.6

Learning

We use the max-margin approach for learning the parameters. The observation sequences
and ground-truth action labels are given by (x1 , y 1 ), . . . , (xN , y N ). The latent variables
z are unknown from the training data. The goal of learning is to find the parameters w
that minimize the loss between the predicted activities and the ground-truth labels. A
regularization term is used to avoid over-fitting.
(
min
w

)
N
X
1
2
kwk + C
∆(y i , ŷ)
2
i=1

(3.7)

where C is a normalization constant and ∆(y i , ŷ) measures the loss between the groundtruth and the prediction. The loss function returns zero when the prediction is the same
as the ground-truth, and counts the number of disagreed elements otherwise. ŷ is the
most likely action sequence computed from Equation 3.5 based on xi .
Optimizing Equation 3.7 directly is not possible as the loss function involves computing the arg max in Equation 3.5. Following (Tsochantaridis et al., 2005) and (Yu and
Joachims, 2009), we substitute the loss function in Equation 3.7 by the margin rescaling
surrogate which serves as an upper-bound of the loss function.
n

X
1
min{ kwk2 + C
max [∆(y i , y) + F (xi , y, z; w)]
w
2
(y,z)∈Y×Z
i=1
−C

n
X
i=1

max F (xi , y i , z; w)}
z∈Z

(3.8)

The second term in Equation 3.8 can be solved using the augmented inference, i.e., by
plugging in the loss function as an extra factor in the graph, the term can be solved in
the same way as the inference problem using Equation 3.5. Similarly, the third term of
Equation 3.8 can be solved by adding y i as the evidence into the graph and then applying
inference using Equation 3.5. As the exact inference is tractable in our graphical model,
both of the terms can be computed very efficiently.
Note that Equation 3.8 is the summation of a convex and a concave function. This can
be solved with the Concave-Convex Procedure (CCCP) (Yuille and Rangarajan, 2002).
By substituting the concave function with its tangent hyperplane function, which serves
as an upper-bound of the concave function, the concave term is changed into a linear
function. Thereby Equation 3.8 becomes convex again.
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We can rewrite Equation 3.8 in the form of minimizing a function subject to a set of
constraints by adding slack variables
(
)
n
X
1
min
kwk2 + C
ξi
(3.9)
w,ξ
2
i=1
s.t. ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, ∀y ∈ Y :
F (xi , y i , z; w) − F (xi , y, z; w) ≥ ∆(y i , y) − ξi
Note that there are exponential number of constraints in Equation 3.9. This can be solved
by the cutting-plane method (Kelley, 1960).
Another intuitive way to understand the CCCP algorithm is to consider it as solving the
learning problem with incomplete data using Expectation-Maximization (EM) (McLachlan and Krishnan, 1997). In our training data, the latent variables are not given. We
can start by initializing the latent variables. Once we have the latent variables, the data
become complete. Then we can use the standard Structured-SVM to learn the model parameters (M-step). After that, we can update the latent states again using the parameters
that are learned (E-step). The iteration continues until convergence.
The CCCP algorithm decreases the objective function in every iteration. However, it
cannot guarantee of finding the global optimum. To avoid of being trapped in the local minimum, the latent variables need to be carefully initialized. In this chapter, we
present three different initialization strategies, and details will be presented in Section
3.7.4.
Note that the inference algorithm is extensively used in learning. As we are able to compute the exact inference by transforming the loopy graph into a linear-chain graph, our
learning algorithm is much faster and more accurate compared with the other approaches
with approximate inference.

3.7

Experiments

Our system is built upon three parts, the graphical model, the inference part and the learning part. We construct the graphical model and build the CCCP algorithm in Matlab. For
exact inference, we adopt the inference engine from libDAI (Mooij, 2010). For learning,
we take the Structured SVM framework provided by Tsochantaridis et al. (2005). We
compare the results with the state-of-the-art approach in (Koppula et al., 2013).

3.7.1

Data

We evaluate our model on the CAD-120 dataset (Koppula et al., 2013). The dataset
has 120 RGB-D videos with 4 subjects performing daily life activities. Each video is
annotated with one high-level activity label and a sequence of action labels. The groundtruth of the segments and object affordance labels are also provided. In this chapter,
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we use the action labels for evaluation. But our model can be easily extended into a
hierarchical approach that can recognize higher-level activities, which will be reported in
our next chapter. As in (Koppula et al., 2013), we use the ground-truth segments that are
provided by the dataset.
For comparison, similar features1 are used as in (Koppula et al., 2013). The features are
human skeleton features φa (xk ) ∈ R630 , object features φo (xk ) ∈ R180 , object-object
interaction features φoo (xk ) ∈ R200 , object-subject relation features φoa (xk ) ∈ R400 ,
and the temporal objection and subject features φt (xk ) ∈ R200 . These features are
concatenated into a single feature vector, which is considered as the observation of one
action segment, i.e., Φ(xk ).

3.7.2

Evaluation Criteria

Our model is evaluated with 4-fold cross-validation. The folds are split based on the
4 subjects, i.e., the model is trained on videos of 3 persons and test on a new person.
Each cross-validation is run for 3 times. To check the generalization of our model across
different data, the results are averaged across the folds. In this chapter, accuracy (classification rate), precision and recall are reported for comparing the results. In the CAD-120
dataset, more than half the instances are “reaching” and “moving”. Therefore we consider precision and recall to be relatively better evaluation criteria than accuracy, as they
remain meaningful despite class imbalance.

3.7.3

Baseline

Our baseline approach uses only one latent state in our model (Nz = 1), which is equivalent to a linear-chain CRF. The parameters of the baseline model are learned with the
standard Structured-SVM. We use the margin rescaling surrogate as the loss and L1-norm
for the slacks. For optimization we use the 1-slack algorithm (primal) as being described
in (Joachims et al., 2009).
We apply a grid search for the best SVM parameters of C and . C is the normalization
constant that is the trade-off between model complexity and classification loss.  defines
the stop threshold of optimization. When  is small, the learning process takes longer
time to converge and the trained model contains more support vectors. We show results
of the grid search in Figure 3.2. In Figure 3.3 we show the curve of accuracy when
keeping one of the parameters fixed.
Based on these results, we choose C = 0.3 and  = 0.25 for our experiments.
1 The input features can be downloaded from http://pr.cs.cornell.edu/humanactivities/
data/features.tar
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(a) Average Accuracy

(b) Average Precision

(c) Average Recall

Figure 3.2: Performance of the baseline approach (Nz = 1). We apply a grid search
to choose the best C and . The results are averaged on multiple runs of 4-fold crossvalidation. The nan entry in (b) means that at least one of the classes gets no positive
detection. Based on the grid search, we choose C = 0.3 and  = 0.25.

3.7.4

Initialize Latent Variables

In the our latent model, we choose the same C and  as in the linear-chain CRF. Parameters of the model are initialized as zeros. To initialize the latent states, we adopt three
different initialization strategies. a) Random initialization. b) A data-driven approach.
We apply clustering on the input data x. The number of clusters is set to be the same as
the number of latent states. We run K-means for 10 times. Then we choose the best clustering results that with the minimal within-cluster distances. The labels of the clusters are
assigned as the initial latent states. c) Object affordance. The object affordance labels are
provided by the CAD120 dataset, which are used for training in (Koppula et al., 2013).
We apply the K-means clustering upon the affordance labels. As the affordance labels
are categorical, we use 1-of-N encoding to transform the affordance labels into binary
values for clustering.

3.7.5

Results

Table 3.1 compares the action recognition performance between our model and the stateof-the-art approach in (Koppula et al., 2013). We evaluate the model with different number of latent states, i.e., latent-2, latent-3 and latent-4, as well as the different initialization
strategies, i.e., random, data-driven and affordance.
We show that with the optimal SVM parameters, the baseline performs better on the
precision and recall compared with (Koppula et al., 2013), but worse on the accuracy.
This is because the baseline does not model the object affordance as target variables,
and the parameters are optimized directly for minimizing the loss in action recognition.
The other reason is that the baseline model follows a linear-chain structure, and it is
guaranteed to find the global optimal solution.
By adding the latent variables, our model can achieve better results than the baseline,
but only when the latent variables are properly initialized. When the latent variables are
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Figure 3.3: Another view of the grid search for the best C and . (a) shows the change
of classification rate over  when C is fixed to 0.3. When  is small, a large number
of support vectors is added and the model overfits. When  is too large, the model is
underfitting and the iterations stop too early, with too few support vectors. (b) shows
the change of classification rate over C when  is fixed to 0.25. When C is small, the
learning algorithm tries to find a model as simple as possible, so that the performance is
very low. When C is very large, the model overfits and the performance drops.
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Table 3.1: Results of action Recognition
ACCURACY

P RECISION

R ECALL

F- SCORE

KOPPULA ET AL . (2013)

86.0 ± 0.9

84.2 ± 1.3

76.9 ± 2.6

80.4 ± 1.5

LATENT-1 LINEAR

85.7 ± 2.9

86.4 ± 6.1

82.4 ± 4.0

82.6 ± 6.2

84.0 ± 2.8

85.6 ± 4.6

79.5 ± 5.4

80.1 ± 6.5

CRF

LATENT-2 RANDOM
LATENT-2 DATA - DRIVEN

87.0 ± 1.9

89.2 ± 4.6

83.1 ± 2.4

84.3 ± 4.7

LATENT-2 AFFORDANCE

87.0 ± 2.1

88.3 ± 4.3

84.0 ± 3.2

84.3 ± 5.1

LATENT-3 RANDOM

83.1 ± 2.2

86.1 ± 4.5

76.3 ± 4.8

78.1 ± 6.1

LATENT-3 DATA - DRIVEN

86.0 ± 1.9

87.2 ± 2.9

82.3 ± 2.4

82.9 ± 4.2

LATENT-3 AFFORDANCE

86.0 ± 2.0

88.0 ± 4.6

81.5 ± 3.4

82.1 ± 4.8

LATENT-4 RANDOM

82.8 ± 3.2

85.9 ± 5.0

76.3 ± 5.6

77.5 ± 6.9

LATENT-4 DATA - DRIVEN

85.9 ± 1.7

86.8 ± 2.7

82.4 ± 2.0

82.8 ± 3.7

LATENT-4 AFFORDANCE

85.7 ± 1.6

86.4 ± 2.8

81.7 ± 2.9

82.0 ± 3.6

randomly initialized, the average performance is much worse in most of the cases and
shows a large variance as it most likely to have converged to a local minimum. We note
that the data-driven initialization (clustering on x) performs as good as the initialization
with the hand-labeled object affordances.
We also compare the model when different numbers of latent states are used. We obtain
better performance when we use only 2 latent states instead 3 or 4. This is partly because
there are more parameters to be tuned when the model contains more latent states. The
other reason is that the model may be too complex and overfits the data. Therefore
choosing the number of latent states is also data related. If we use a more complex
dataset, more latent states need to be used.
Figure 3.4 shows the confusion matrix of action classification. We can see that higher
values present on the diagonal of the confusion matrix, and they represent the activities
that are correctly classified. The most difficult classes are eating and scrubbing. Eating
is sometimes confused with the drinking, and scrubbing is likely to be confused with
reaching, drinking and placing.
Our best performance is obtained when we use 2 latent states and the model is initialized
by clustering on the input data. We get 89.2% on the average precision and 83.1% on the
average recall, which outperforms the state-of-the-art by over 5% on both precision and
recall. We believe the performance can be further improved if we apply grid search for
the optimal learning parameters of the latent-state model.
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Figure 3.4: Confusion matrix over different action classes. Rows are ground-truth labels
and columns are the detections. Each row is normalized to sum up to one, as one data
object can only be associated with a single class label.

3.8

Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter, we present a novel Hidden-state discriminative model for human action
recognition. We use the latent variables to exploit the underlying structures of the target states. By making the observation and state nodes fully connected, the model do
not require any conditional independence assumption between latent variables and the
observations. The model is very efficient in that the inference algorithm is applied to a
linear-chain structure. The results show that the proposed model outperforms the stateof-the-art approach. The model is very general that it can be easily extended for other
prediction tasks on sequential data.
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4

Learning to Recognize Human Actions
from Soft Labeled Data

4.1

Abstract

An action recognition system is a very important component for assistant robots, but
training such a system usually requires a large and correctly labeled dataset. Most of the
previous works only allow training data to have a single action label per segment, which
is overly restrictive because the labels are not always certain. It is, therefore, desirable to
allow multiple labels for ambiguous segments. In this chapter, we introduce the method
of soft labeling, which allows annotators to assign multiple, weighted, labels to data
segments. This is useful in many situations, e.g., when the labels are uncertain, when
part of the labels are missing, or when multiple annotators assign inconsistent labels.
We treat the action recognition task as a sequential labeling problem. Latent variables
are embedded to exploit sub-level semantics for better estimation. We propose a novel
method for learning model parameters from soft-labeled data in a max-margin framework. The model is evaluated on a challenging dataset (CAD-120), which is captured
by an RGB-D sensor mounted on the robot. To simulate the uncertainty in data annotation, we randomly change the labels for transition segments. The results show significant
improvement over the state-of-the-art approach.

4.2

Introduction

Action recognition is an important task for assistant robots, particularly in elderly care
(Amirabdollahian et al., 2013) (Figure 4.1). This topic has been widely studied in both
robotics communities (Hu et al., 2013, 2014c; Koppula et al., 2013; Sung et al., 2011) and
other fields (Tang et al., 2012b; Vail et al., 2007; Van Kasteren et al., 2008). Most of the
work uses a dataset where labels are hard assigned regardless of uncertainty. Learning
from these data, however, is often quite problematic because the labeling uncertainty is
not captured.
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Figure 4.1: Assistant robot in elderly care. Assistant robot is usually equipped with an
RGB-D camera that can have both color and depth view. Based on the sensory data,
human activities can be recognized and the robot can then provide proper services afterwards. The picture (left) shows after the elderly drinks water, Care-O-bot 3 (Reiser
et al., 2009) offers the elderly its tray for placing the cup. The image on the right shows
a sample image captured by the depth sensor.

The traditional way of labeling data requires human annotators to watch through the
video and choose the exact transition point between consecutive activities. This is often
quite hard as frames near the transition field tend to be very similar to each other, as is
illustrated in Figure 4.2. Also, labels of the frames can be too uncertain to be visually
discerned. A typical solution to this problem is to play the video back and forth and to
check the context for disambiguation. This can reduce the risk of assigning incorrect
labels to the sequences, yet it is a rather time-consuming task and the resulting labels
can still be erroneous. To be more efficient and also more accurate, the labeling tasks
are usually distributed to multiple annotators. As annotating data is a very subjective
process, the assigned labels may contradict each other. To deal with this problem, one
can pick the most commonly assigned label as the final assignment, thus throwing away
the rest of annotations, even though these may still be quite informative.
We formulate the task of action recognition as sequential labeling problem. i.e., Knowing
a sequence of observations (e.g., an RGB-D video), we would like to predict the most
likely underlying sequence of action labels. In our model, we represent activities and
video segments as nodes, and we use edges to mode the compatibility among them.
Hurried readers may want to see our graphical model in Figure 4.3, the details of which
will be presented in Section 4.4.
In this chapter, we introduce soft labeling (Section 4.6.1), a method that allows labeling
a single video segment with multiple choices. The name is defined in contrast to the hard
assignment of a single label for each video segment. This is very useful when labels of
the segments are not certain. For example, the boundary between two activities is usually
not very clear, see Figure 4.2. Using soft labeling, the annotator can simply choose to
assign both labels with 0.5 confidence. Soft labeling can be used to represent partially
labeled data as well. For example, for segments where labels are missing or hard to be
defined, we can make the assignment uniformly distributed over all the labels. Moreover,
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Moving

Moving? Placing?

Traditional way

Moving

Our way

Moving
Moving 0.5

Placing
-

or

Placing
Moving

Placing

Placing
Placing 0.5

Figure 4.2: Comparison between the traditional way of annotation and our way (soft
labeling). The video is sampled from the CAD-120 dataset (Koppula et al., 2013). Each
image in the picture represents a video segment. In this example, the subject performs
two activities, “moving” (green) and “placing” (blue). Labels of the first two and last
two frames are easy to assign. However, assigning labels for the frames between the two
activities is purely based on personal preferences (traditional way). Instead of assigning
an arbitrary label, we propose to assign 0.5 to both labels (our way) and let the learning
algorithm to determine which label is correct.
when multiple annotators are involved, the soft labels can be encoded as a multinomial
distribution according to the voting from multiple annotators. Therefore, the soft labeling
is a more flexible way compared with the normal annotation methods.
For learning, we propose a novel loss function that incorporates the soft labeling in a
max-margin learning framework (Section 4.6). Unlike the typical zero-one loss, our loss
function can give values ranging from zero to one. Compared with the approaches that
model labeling uncertainty by adding nodes in the graphical model (Vahdat and Mori,
2013), our method does not increase the computational complexity of the model, as it is
independent of the graphical structure.

4.3

Related work

Most prior works in robotics and computer vision formulate the action recognition problem as Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) (Hu et al., 2014b,c; Jiang and Saxena, 2013;
Koppula and Saxena, 2013b; Koppula et al., 2013; Sung et al., 2011; Tang et al., 2012b;
Van Kasteren et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2006). The CRFs model the environment with
nodes and edges. The action labels within such a framework can be interpreted by finding the most likely states which maximize the overall score of the graphical model. As
such structure directly models the posterior probability of the activities regardless of the
correlation between input features, it provides an easy way for data fusing and thereby
fits naturally to robotic scenarios where usually multiple types of sensors are facilitated.
A variety of graphical models have been proposed in the literature. Vail et al. (2007)
model the activities in a linear-chain structure, where action nodes of the temporal segments are inter-connected. Koppula et al. (2013) model both activities and objects affordance as random variables. These nodes are inter-connected to model object-object and
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object-human interactions. Nodes are connected across the segments to enable temporal
interaction. Given a test video, the model jointly estimates both human activities and
object affordance labels using a graph-cut algorithm. Multiple segmentation hypotheses are considered when predicting activities, and a two-step learning algorithm is applied to combine predictions from different segmentation hypotheses. Koppula and Saxena (2013a) also combine multiple segmentation hypotheses by majority voting, which
makes it possible to express the uncertainty over labels at test time but still ties the model
to use the provided labels for training. Hu et al. (2014c) encode the interactions between
objects and humans at the feature level. In addition, they propose to add a latent layer
to exploit underlying semantics between temporal segments. The latent variables, action variables, and input features within the same segments are fully connected to avoid
making inappropriate conditional independence assumptions. The inference algorithm of
their model is very efficient as the graph can be viewed as a linear-chain structure. Compared with Koppula et al. (2013), they show significantly improved performance on a
challenging dataset (Koppula et al., 2013) where the labels are fully annotated. However,
both of their models fail to capture the uncertainty of the labels for training the model.
In contrast, our method explicitly incorporates the uncertainty over the labels at training
time, and it is also very flexible in data labeling, i.e., the temporal segment can have a
single label, multiple labels, or even a missing label.
The learning algorithm of our model is closely related to recent work in the machine
learning community. Parameters of the CRFs are usually learned using the Structured
SVMs. Tsochantaridis et al. (2004) are among the first to generalize standard SVMs into
Structured SVMs. The Structured SVMs can give predictions to a set of random variables
that follow a certain structure. The model parameters can be learned efficiently using the
cutting plane algorithm. Yu and Joachims (2009) extend the Structured SVM framework
to allow for latent variables (Latent Structured-SVM) and show that the model with latent variables has the capacity to model more complex data. Their model parameters
are learned with the Concave Convex Procedure (CCCP), which is an EM-like algorithm that iteratively estimates model parameters and latent variables. Recently, Lou and
Hamprecht (2012) extend the latent Structured-SVM to allow for learning with partially
annotated data. Their learning approach treats the missing labels as latent variables, and
the parameters are learned in a similar way as in Yu and Joachims (2009). The model
is evaluated in a tracking task where only part of the detections have been associated
with tracks. In their framework, annotations of the training data can either be a single
label or completely missing. Assigning a single label is problematic as data may not be
distinctive enough for hard assignment. In contrast, we propose a novel learning method
that allows for soft-labeled data which contain labeling uncertainty.

4.4

Model

Our graphical model is illustrated in Figure 4.3. Let x = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xK } be the sequence of observations. Based on these observations, we would like to predict the most
likely underlying activities y = {y1 , y2 , . . . , yK }. We write z = {z1 , z2 , . . . , zK } as
the latent variables in the model. Note that during inference, we use y to denote action
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Table 4.1: Summary of Notations
S YMBOLS

D EFINITION

x

I NPUT OBSERVATIONS

y

ACTION LABELS ( OBSERVED DURING TRAINING )

h

ACTION LABELS THAT ARE UNCERTAIN

z

L ATENT VARIABLES

π

S OFT LABELS

ŷ, ẑ

P REDICTIONS

N

T OTAL NUMBER OF TRAINING EXAMPLES

K

L ENGTH OF THE TRAINING EXAMPLE

D

D IMENSION OF INPUT FEATURES

M

C ARDINALITY OF ACTIVITIES NODES

L

C ARDINALITY OF LATENT VARIABLES

ψ

P OTENTIAL

φ(x)

F EATURE MAPPING FUNCTION

w

PARAMETER VECTOR

w(y, z)

PARAMETERS THAT ARE ASSOCIATED WITH y

AND

z

variables that are estimated. During training, we make distinction between fixed labels y
and uncertain labels h. See Table 4.1 for a summary of the notations that are used in this
chapter.
Each observation xk itself is a feature vector extracted from the segment k. The form
of xk is quite flexible. It can be collections of data from different sources, e.g., simple
sensor readings, human locations, human pose, object locations. Some of these observations may be highly correlated with each other, e.g., wearable accelerometers and motion
sensors. Thanks to the discriminative nature of our model, we do not need to model such
correlation among the observations.

4.4.1

Objective Function

Our model contains three types of potentials that jointly form the objective function. The
first potential measures the score of seeing an observation xk with a joint-state assignment (zk , yk ). We define φ(xk ) to be the function that maps the input data into the feature
2
2
space. w1 ∈ RM ×L×D , w2 ∈ RM ×L and w3 ∈ RM ×L are the model parameters. We
compute the first potential as
ψ1 (yk , zk , xk ; w1 ) = w1 (yk , zk ) · φ(xk )

(4.1)

where the w1 (yk , zk ) selects the parameters that associated with yk and zk .
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Figure 4.3: The graphical representation of our model. Input nodes x (black) are observed during both training and testing. y and h are both the target labels to be predicted.
The difference is that y (gray) is fixed during training, while h (white) is uncertain. The
uncertain labels h are treated the same as the latent variables z. Note that xk , yk , zk
are fully connected within segments, and the same for the nodes connecting consecutive
segments.

This potential models the full connectivity among yk , zk and xk , avoiding making any
conditional independence assumption. It is more accurate to have such a structure since
zk and xk may not be conditionally independent over a given yk in many cases. For
example, one could imagine that yk refers to the action “opening”. However, “opening”
is a rather abstract concept that can be associated with many subtypes, such as opening
a bottle (zk = 1), opening a microwave (zk = 2), and opening a fridge door (zk = 3).
Although all these subtypes belong to “opening”, their input features may vary largely.
Therefore we use the latent variable zk to exploit the sub-level semantics.
The second potential measures the score of coupling yk with zk . It can be considered as
either the bias entry of Equation 4.1 or the prior of seeing the joint state (yk , zk ).
ψ2 (yk , zk ; w2 ) = w2 (yk , zk )

(4.2)

The third potential characterizes the transition score from the joint state (yk−1 , zk−1 ) to
(yk , zk ). Comparing with the normal transition potentials (Wang and Mori, 2009), our
model leverages the latent variable zk for modeling richer contextual information over
consecutive temporal segments. Not only does our model contain the transition between
states yk , but it also captures the sub-level context using the latent variables. Intuitively,
our model is able to capture the fact that the subtype of an action is more likely to be
preceded by a certain subtype of the other action.
ψ3 (yk−1 , zk−1 , yk , zk ; w3 ) = w3 (yk−1 , zk−1 , yk , zk )

(4.3)

Summing all potentials over the whole sequence, we can write the objective function of
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our model as follows
F (y, z, x; w) =

K
X

{w1 (yk , zk ) · φ(xk ) + w2 (yk , zk )}

k=1

+

K
X

w3 (yk−1 , zk−1 , yk , zk )

(4.4)

k=2

The objective function evaluates the matching score between the joint states (y, z) and
the input x. The score can be seen as the unnormalized joint probability in the log space.
The objective function can be rewritten into a more general linear form F (y, z, x; w) =
w · Φ(y, z, x). Therefore the model is in the class of log-linear models.
Note that it is not necessary to specify the role of the latent variables explicitly, but rather
the latent variables can be learned automatically from the training data. Theoretically,
the latent variables can represent any form of data, e.g., time duration, action primitives,
as long as it can help with solving the task.
One may notice that our graphical model has many loops, which in general makes exact
inference intractable. Since our graph complies with the semi-Markov property, next,
we will show that how we benefit from such a structure for efficient inference and learning.

4.5

Inference

Given the graph, the model parameters and the input sequence x(i) , the goal of inference
is to find the most likely joint states ŷ and ẑ that maximize the objective function.
(ŷ, ẑ) = arg max F (y, z, x(i) ; w)

(4.5)

y∈Y,z∈Z

Generally, solving Equation 4.5 is an NP-hard problem that requires evaluating the objective function over an exponential number of state sequences. Exact inference is usually preferable as it is guaranteed to find the global optimum. However, exact inference
usually can only be applied efficiently when the graph is acyclic. In contrast, approximate inference is more suitable for loopy graphs, but may take longer to converge and is
likely to find a local optimum. Although our graph contains loops, we note that we can
transform the graph into a linear-chain structure, in which the exact inference becomes
tractable. If we collapse the latent variable zk with the target variable yk into a single
node, the edges between zk and yk become the internal factor of the new node and the
transition edges collapse into a single transition edge. This results in a typical linearchain CRF, where the cardinality of the new nodes is M × L. In the linear-chain CRF,
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Algorithm 1 Learning parameters with soft-labeled data
Input: N labeled training examples (x(1) ,π (1) ), (x(2) ,π (2) ), . . . , (x(N ) ,π (N ) )
Set t = 0, s0 = +∞
Set action nodes to h or y based on π
Initialize h∗ and z∗
repeat
Set t = t + 12
P
f (w) = kwk
+ C max ∆(π (i) , y) + F ((y, h), z, x(i) )
2
P
(i)
, h∗ , z∗ , x(i) ; w)
g(w) = C N
i=1 F (y
Solve wt = argminw f (w) − g(w)
for i = 1 to N do
(h∗ , z∗ ) = arg maxh∈Y,z∈Z F ((y(i) , h), z, x(i) ; wt )
end for
update h∗ , z∗ in g(w)
st = f (wt ) − g(wt )
until st−1 − st < thres
Output: wt

exact inference can be performed efficiently using the dynamic programming.
Vk (yk , zk ) =w1 (yk , zk ) · φ(xk ) + w2 (yk , zk )+
max
(yk−1 ,zk−1 )∈Y×Z

{w3 (yk−1 , zk−1 , yk , zk )

+ Vk−1 (yk−1 , zk−1 )}

(4.6)

Computing Equation 4.6 once involves O(M L) computations. In total, Equation 4.6
needs to be evaluated for all possible assignment of (yk , zk ), so that it is computed M L
times. The total computational cost is, therefore, O(M 2 L2 K). Such computation is
manageable when M L is not very large, which is usually the case for the task of action recognition. In our implementation, we use LibDAI (Mooij, 2010) as the inference
engine.

4.6

Learning

We use a max-margin formulation for learning the model parameters, see Algorithm 1.
Different from the normal approach, we do not use hard assignment of labels, but rather
we propose to use soft labels which contain labeling uncertainty.

4.6.1

Soft Labeling

Assume there are N labeled training examples (x(1) ,π (1) ), . . . , (x(N ) ,π (N ) ), where x
represents a sequence of observations and π denotes soft labeling vector. Each training example is a video that is formed with K temporal segments, where K may vary
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over different training examples. We denote πk as a soft labeling vector that models
the possibility of all activities. Specifically, πk is a vector of non-negative values which
satisfy
X
πk (y) = 1
(4.7)
y∈Y

Intuitively, πk can be viewed as multinomial distribution over action labels of the video
segment k, i.e., πk (a) models the probability of the k th segment belonging to the action
a.
The soft-labeled data can be obtained very efficiently. After annotation, we collect the
labels for each segment, and let us denote the label collection of segment k as Ak . Note
that the same labels may occur multiple times in the collection if the labels are given by
multiple annotators. We compute the soft-label vector πk as
(
qy /p if p > 0
πk (y) =
(4.8)
1/M if p = 0
where M is the number of activities to be recognized, qy counts the occurrence
of the
P
label y in Ak , and p is the total number of labels in the collection, i.e., p = i qi .
The soft labeling can be considered as a generalized representation of many other tasks.
By adding additional constraints to Equation 4.8, our method can be changed into three
special cases.
• When p = 1, only one label is allowed in Ak . This is equivalent to the traditional
labeling method (e.g., Hu et al. (2014c)), where labels are hard assigned.
• When p = 0, there is no label in collection Ak , and all labels obtain the same
value 1/M . This is equivalent to an unsupervised learning problem (e.g., Wyatt
et al. (2005)) where no label is given.
• When p ∈ {0, 1}, part of the labels are given and part of the labels can be missing,
which is a typical problem of learning with partially annotated data (e.g., Lou and
Hamprecht (2012)).
Benefiting from such a general representation, soft labeling is a very flexible method for
data annotation. For the labels that are very certain, one can just assign a single label. For
the transition segment, labels are likely to be the confused with its two adjacent segments.
Thus both of the labels can be selected. For data that are very ambiguous, the label can be
left as empty. In addition to the high flexibility, soft labeling is also very useful when the
data are labeled by multiple annotators. With soft labeling, we can keep the uncertainty
of the labeling without throwing away any annotation.

4.6.2

Learning Parameters with Soft Labels

This section introduces how we incorporate soft labeling into a max-margin learning
framework. For each πk we use a threshold δ to separate the action variable into two
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groups, labels that are known y and the ones that are uncertain h. If the maximum of πk
is larger than δ, it refers that the annotator is highly confident with the label, therefore
we treat these labels as known. These known labels are fixed during learning. If the
maximum is below the threshold, we consider the label as uncertain, and we treat these
action variables as latent nodes.
The task of learning is to solve the following optimization problem.
)
(
N
X
1
2
(i)
kwk + C
∆(π , ŷ)
min
w
2
i=1

(4.9)

where C is a regularization constant and ŷ is predicted by Equation 4.5. kwk2 is a
regularization term to prevent over-fitting. ∆(π (i) , ŷ) is a loss function that measures
the distance between the annotation and the predicted labels.
We define a novel loss function as follows
(i)

∆(π , ŷ) =

K
X

(i)

1 − πk (ŷk )

(4.10)

k=1

In contrast to the zero-one loss which are commonly used in related work, our loss function allows for soft assignment to the labels and it is capable of encoding the uncertainty
of the labels. The zero-one loss can be viewed as a special case when π ∈ {0, 1}.
Optimizing Equation 4.9 directly is not possible as the loss function is not differentiable.
Following Tsochantaridis et al. (2005) and Yu and Joachims (2009), we use the Margin
Rescaling Surrogate that serves as an upper bound of the loss function.
After substituting the loss function by the surrogate, the objective function is a summation between a convex term and a concave term. This can be solved with the ConcaveConvex Procedure (CCCP) (Yuille and Rangarajan, 2002). By substituting the concave
function with its tangent hyperplane , the concave term is converted into a function that
is linear over the parameters.
N

X
1
min{ kwk2 + C
max [∆(π (i) , y) + F ((y, h), z, x(i) ; w)]
w
y,h∈Y
2
i=1 z∈Z
{z
}
|
convex function

−C

N
X

F ((y(i) , h∗ ), z∗ , x(i) ; w)

(4.11)

i=1

|

{z

linear function

}

where
(h∗ , z∗ ) = arg max F ((y(i) , h), z, x(i) ; wold )

(4.12)

h∈Y,z∈Z

and wold is the model parameter from the previous iteration.
The inference problem of Equation 4.12 can be solved in a similar way as Equation 4.5.
The difference is that in Equation 4.12 part of the labels are observed. We can add the
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observed labels as the evidence into the graphical model, thereby the same inference
algorithm can be applied for finding the latent states.
We can rewrite Equation 4.11 in the form of minimizing a function subject to a set of
constraints by introducing slack variables:
(
min
w,ξ

N

X
1
kwk2 + C
ξi
2
i=1

)
(4.13)

s.t. ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N } :
F ((y

(i)

∗

∗

(i)

, h ), z , x ; w) − F ((ŷ, ĥ), ẑ, x(i) ; w) ≥ ∆(π (i) , ŷ) − ξi

where the most violated constraints can be computed using augmented inference.
(ŷ, ĥ, ẑ) = arg max [∆(π (i) , y) + F ((y, h), z, x(i) ; w)]

(4.14)

y,h∈Y,z∈Z

The above augmented inference can be solved in a similar way as Equation 4.5. We can
plug the loss functions as extra factors into the graph and attach them with the known target variables. The unobserved target variables are treated the same as the latent variables
during augmented inference.
This transforms the optimization problem into a standard Structured SVM form, which
has been solved by Tsochantaridis et al. (2005).
Another intuitive way to understand our algorithm is to consider it as solving the learning
problem with incomplete data using Expectation-Maximization (EM). In our training
data, both the latent variables and part of the ground-truth labels are uncertain. We can
start by initializing the latent variables and the missing labels. Once we have done that,
the data become complete. Then we can use the standard Structured-SVM to learn the
model parameters (similar to the M-step). After that, we can update the latent states
again using the parameters that are learned (as in the E-step). The iteration continues
until convergence, see Algorithm 1 for more details.
The CCCP algorithm decreases Equation 4.9 in every iteration. However, it cannot guarantee finding the global optimum. To avoid being trapped in the local minimum, the
latent variables need to be carefully initialized. We use a data-driven approach for the
initialization, and details will be presented in Section 4.7.4.
Note that the inference algorithm is extensively used in learning. As we are able to compute the exact inference by transforming the loopy graph into a linear-chain graph, our
learning algorithm is much faster and more accurate compared with the other approaches
with approximate inference.

4.7

Experiments and Results

Our experiments investigate the following three questions: a) how detrimental are hard
assigned labels, i.e., each segment can only be associated with a single label when the
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labels are uncertain. b) How much can we benefit from soft labeling compared with the
hard assignment. c) What are the effects of using latent variables.

4.7.1

Experiment Setup

We start the experiments by assuming labels from the CAD-120 dataset are perfectly
annotated, i.e., annotators are 100% sure about their labeling, and they never make mistakes. In practice, it is impossible to have undoubted labeling, especially for the transition
segments where labels are mostly very uncertain. When the annotators are less confident
of which label to assign, they are more likely to make mistakes. Therefore we simulate
the uncertainty of labeling by randomly flip the label of transition segments to the label
of the adjacent segment, with certain probability which we vary. For example, when
the annotator is 90% sure of the labeling, we flip the labels of the transition segments
with probability 0.1. We decrease the confidence level by 10% at each time to verify the
impact of labeling uncertainty.
In practice, the confidence values of labeling are hard to obtain for a single annotator. For
example, it is quite clear for the annotator that which two labels should be associated with
the transition segment, however the annotator cannot give a specific confidence values for
that. Therefore, when evaluating our soft labeling method, we assume two possible labels
of the transition segment are equally likely to be assigned, i.e., we assign soft labeling of
the transition segment as
(
πk (y) =

0.5
0

if y = yk−1 or y = yk+1
otherwise

where πk is the soft labeling vector for segment k, and πk (y) refers to the confidence of
assigning the segment to label y. yk−1 is the label from the previous segment and yk+1
is the label of the next segment.
We compare our approach against four baseline methods. The first baseline uses a linearchain CRF for action recognition (Vail et al., 2007). The second baseline is adopted from
(Koppula et al., 2013), which assumes multiple hypotheses of video segmentation. We
report both the average and the best results over different segmentation methods. The
third baseline (Koppula et al., 2013) uses majority voting to assign the labels, i.e., the
label that is predicted by most of the segmentations is chosen. The fourth baseline is Hu
et al. (2014c). As has been discussed in Section 4.3, this work adopts latent variables to
model human activities and is shown to outperform the work of Koppula et al. (2013).
We therefore consider it as the state-of-the-art approach.
The models are trained using the Structured-SVM framework (Tsochantaridis et al.,
2004). For optimization we use the 1-slack algorithm (dual) described in (Joachims et al.,
2009). All results are evaluated over number of latent states (L) from 1 to 10. The optimal
number of latent states and the SVM parameters are chosen by cross-validation.
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Figure 4.4: The test performance of action recognition on the CAD-120 dataset. We show
the change of performance with the increasing amount of noise at transition labeling.
The colors encode the two different segmentation methods, i.e., uniform segmentation
(purple) and graph-based segmentation (blue). The type of the lines is used to distinguish
three approaches, i.e., the baseline (dotted line), the state-of-the-art (dashed line) and the
proposed soft labeling approach (solid line). We report the performance in accuracy (a),
precision (b), recall (c), and F1-score (d).
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Figure 4.5: A transition segment where the label is “wrongly” classified by the soft
labeling model. The “groundtruth” label provided by the CAD120 dataset is reaching,
and the prediction of our model is moving. We can see that the person is performing
two activities at the same time, reaching for an apple (left hand) and moving a cup (right
hand). Assigning a single label to these frames is problematic. In contrast, the soft
labeling method is able to capture both of the activities and the inappropriate annotation
is corrected by learning with soft labeling.

4.7.2

Data

The CAD-120 dataset contains over 120 RGB-D videos with 4 subjects performing daily
life activities, and it contains a total number of 61,585 RGB-D video frames. There are in
total 10 different sub-activities to be recognized, i.e., reaching, moving, pouring, eating,
drinking, opening, placing, closing, scrubbing, and null. Start and end frame of these
activities are labeled.
The videos are discretized into temporal segments. Following (Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher, 2004; Koppula et al., 2013), we apply a graph-based approach to parse the
video into temporal segments. Specifically, we use a node to represent the skeleton joints
at each frame. Edge features connecting the nodes are measured as the replacement and
speed of the joints between two frames. Such a model favors stable changes of the skeleton joints, and videos are more likely to be split when the change is large. The segmentation method starts with each frame as a single segment, and then it merges similar frames
iteratively. We use the same set of parameters for video segmentation as described in
(Hu et al., 2014c; Koppula et al., 2013). In addition, we also use a uniform segmentation
for comparison. The results are averaged over the segmentation with different parameters. We choose the CAD-120 dataset for evaluation because of the following reasons:
1) CAD-120 is a very challenging dataset that presents significant variations of activities, cluttered background, viewpoint changes, and partial occlusions. 2) The dataset
has been used in many recent works in the robotics research (Hu et al., 2014c; Koppula
et al., 2013). Therefore we can easily compare the performance to the state-of-the-art approaches. 3) The dataset is captured by an RGB-D camera mounted on the robot, which
is closely related to the applications in robotics. For comparison, the same input features
are used as in (Koppula et al., 2013).

4.7.3

Evaluation

All results reported in this chapter are evaluated with 4-fold cross-validation. The folds
are split based on different subjects, i.e., the model is trained on videos of 3 persons
and tested on a new person. Each cross-validation is run for 3 times. To check the
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generalization of our model across different data, the results are averaged across the
folds.
In this chapter, accuracy (classification rate), precision, recall and F1-score on the test
data are reported for comparing different models. In the CAD-120 dataset, more than
half the instances of the dataset are “reaching” and “moving”. Therefore we consider
precision, recall and F1-score being relatively better evaluation criteria than accuracy, as
they remain meaningful despite class imbalance.

4.7.4

Latent Variables Initialization

The latent variables (i.e., z and h) need to be initialized before training. The hidden
variables z are initialized using a data-driven approach. We apply K-means clustering
on the input data x, and we assign the cluster labels as the initial latent states. To reduce the risks of converging to local minima, we repeat the K-means algorithm for 10
times. Then we choose the best clustering results that have the minimal within-cluster
distances.
We applied a pre-learning approach to initialize the latent action labels h. We split the
training data at the position of uncertain labels to form a new dataset where the labels are
complete. After the model parameters are learned, we can initialize the uncertain action
labels using Equation 4.5.

4.7.5

Results

Figure 4.4 compares the performance of our method with two baseline models at different annotation confidence levels. Confidence level 100% indicates that the models
are trained based on the ground-truth labels and no label is changed. Conversely, if the
annotator is completely ambivalent about the labels at all transition segments, i.e., the
confidence level is 0%, we simulate the annotation by changing the labels for all transition segments.
How detrimental is hard labeling
Figure 4.4 shows the performance of two baseline approaches ((Hu et al., 2014c) in
dashed lines and the state-of-the-art approach (Vail et al., 2007) in dotted lines). We
can see that both of the baselines drop dramatically with the decreasing confidence level.
Both of the baselines can only learn from data that are labeled with hard assignment.
When the data is complex, the human annotators become less confident of the labels and
they are more likely to make mistakes. Hard labeling does not incorporate the uncertainty
of data labeling, but rather the erroneous labels are treated as the true ones for learning
the model parameters. The drop of the performance suggests that hard labeling is very
sensitive to mistakes, and it is therefore risky to use hard labeling on complex data.
Figure 4.5 illustrates a transition segment that is “wrongly” classified by the soft labeling
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method. In this example, the person is performing two activities at the same time. Hard
labeling to these frames is very harmful because only one label can be preserved. Using
soft labeling, both action labels can be considered in learning, and the most suitable label
of the segment is predicted.
How much can we benefit from using soft labeling
Instead of using hard assignment, we use soft labeling in our model. The performance
of soft labeling (solid lines in Figure 4.4) drops gradually with a slower rate compared
to the decrease rate of the confidence. Notably, we show that our model retains almost
the same performance as using the ground-truth data until the confidence drops below
60%. When the confidence is 0%, we have a gain of over 10 percentage points in both
precision and recall compared with the baseline approaches. Interestingly, with a small
part of the labels being changed, at the confidence of 90%, soft labeling with the uniform
segmentation achieves better results than using the “ground-truth” labels from the CAD120 dataset (confidence of 100%). This suggests a small part of the “ground-truth” labels
are incorrect, and our model can recapture the true labels by using soft labels.
Table 4.2 compares the F1-score of the approaches quantitatively. As annotators are less
confident, the benefit of soft labeling becomes more obvious, outperforming the baselines by 10% when the confidence of transition labels is 0%. Results of the T-test show
that our model performs significantly better (p < 0.05) than the state-of-the-art approach
at confidence levels from 10% to 90%. Table 4.2 also compares different approaches
that use a single segmentation (Avg. segmentation and Best segmentation (Koppula et al.,
2013)), multiple segmentation methods (Majority voting (Koppula et al., 2013)), and soft
labeling. The best single segmentation performance outperforms the average by around
3 percentage points. In practice, however, it is hard to decide which single segmentation
method is the best to use because the best segmentation method on the training data may
not generalize well to new data. Majority voting combines all segmentation hypotheses,
and it outperforms the Best segmentation method in most of the cases. However, Majority voting is very expensive in both training and testing compared with soft labeling, and
the execution time grows with the number of segmentation hypotheses. Besides, Majority voting does not incorporate any labeling confidence during training. In contrast,
our model builds upon a unified framework which incorporates confidence of labels for
training the model, which explains its better performance.
Effect of latent variables
We investigated the role of the latent variables and visualize how they relate to our intuition. We visualize the 4 latent states of our model by sampling frames for each action
and latent component pair. Figure 4.6 shows that the activities vary largely over different actors and the objects that the actors are manipulating with. e.g., For the action of
eating, the viewpoint can be front (comp. 1) or side view (comp. 3). The actor can be
right-handed (comp. 2) or left-handed (comp. 4). For the action of opening, we can see
that the latent components capture the difference between opening a door (comp. 1 and
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(KOPPULA ET AL ., 2013) 63.7±2.3 62.7±2.0 62.9±2.1 61.7±1.8 59.9±2.4 57.1±1.8 54.2±2.0

68.4±1.0 66.9±1.4 66.0±1.1 63.3±1.4 60.4±1.5 56.8±1.7 51.9±1.7

100%

69.0±1.2 68.7±1.5 68.8±1.4 68.3±1.1 66.6±1.3 64.7±1.3 62.6±1.5
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SEGMENTATION

(KOPPULA ET AL ., 2013) 60.3±2.8 60.9±2.8 60.3±2.6 59.1±2.4 57.6±2.8 56.7±2.6 53.1±2.8

67.8±1.3 67.1±1.3 65.9±1.2 62.9±1.8 58.2±2.0 54.6±2.1 50.6±1.5
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68.9±1.5 68.2±1.5 66.7±1.6 63.9±2.1 59.1±2.2 55.2±2.5 51.1±2.5
68.9±1.1 69.1±1.5 68.2±1.5 67.1±1.6 65.9±1.8 64.1±1.4 61.2±2.0
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H U ET AL . (2014 C )

O UR METHOD
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G RAPH - BASED SEGMENTATION

Table 4.2: Performance of F1-score on the CAD-120 dataset. Standard error is also reported.
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Figure 4.6: Visualization of the latent components. The columns are six activities and
rows refer to the four latent components. Due to the limitation of space, only 6 activities
are illustrated.
.
2) and opening a lid (comp. 3 and 4). This illustrates the large range of variation that can
be found in human activities, and how our model tries to capture as much as possible of
this variation in the limited cardinality of the latent variables. These latent variables are
able to capture the sub-level semantics that are informative for action recognition.

4.8

Conclusion

In this chapter, we present a method to train discriminative graphical models, which allows annotation uncertainty to be explicitly incorporated, in the form of soft labeling.
The advantage of soft labeling is that it incorporates the uncertainty of labels during annotation and can deal with missing labels or annotator disagreement. As soft labeling is
a very general representation, our model can be extended to solve other tasks, e.g., learning with partially annotated data, unsupervised learning. We propose a novel approach
for learning, where computation of the loss functions considers the annotation uncertainty. We evaluate the framework on the benchmark dataset for action recognition. Our
cross-validated results on the CAD-120 dataset demonstrate the benefits of soft labeling
in handling annotation uncertainty at transition.
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5

Latent Hierarchical Model for Activity
Recognition

5.1

Abstract

We present a novel hierarchical model for human activity recognition. In contrast to approaches that successively recognize actions and activities, our approach jointly models
actions and activities in a unified framework, and their labels are simultaneously predicted. The model is embedded with a latent layer that is able to capture a richer class of
contextual information in both state-state and observation-state pairs. Although loops are
present in the model, the model has an overall linear-chain structure, where the exact inference is tractable. Therefore, the model is very efficient in both inference and learning.
The parameters of the graphical model are learned with a Structured Support Vector Machine (Structured-SVM). A data-driven approach is used to initialize the latent variables;
therefore, no manual labeling for the latent states is required. The experimental results
from using two benchmark datasets show that our model outperforms the state-of-the-art
approach, and our model is computationally more efficient.

5.2

Introduction

The use of robots as companions to help people in their daily life is currently being widely
studied. Numerous studies have focused on providing people with physical (Miyake,
2009), cognitive (Pineau et al., 2003) or social (Wada and Shibata, 2007) support. To
achieve this, a fundamental and necessary task is to recognize human activities. For example, to decide when to offer physical support, a robot needs to recognize that a person
is walking. To decide whether to remind people to continue drinking, a robot needs to
recognize past drinking activities. To determine whether a person is lonely, a robot needs
to detect interactions between people. In this chapter, we propose a hierarchical approach
to model human activities.
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Figure 5.1: An example that shows a robot helping people in an elderly home. (a) CareO-bot 3 offers water to the elderly after detecting that the elderly resident has not drunk
any water for a long time. (b) In this work, an RGB-D sensor is used to recognize
human activities. This work is built upon existing methods in object recognition, object
localization, and human skeleton tracking. Object and human skeleton information are
combined as the input of our model to infer human activities.

Different types of sensors have been applied to the task of activity recognition (Lara
and Labrador, 2013; Ryoo, 2011). Van Kasteren et al. (2010) adopt a set of simple
sensors, i.e., pressure, contact, and motion sensors, to recognize daily activities of people
in a smart home. Hu et al. (2013) use a ceiling-mounted color camera to recognize
human postures, and the postures are recognized based on still images. Recently, RGBD sensors, such as the Microsoft Kinect and ASUS Xtion Pro, have become popular in
activity recognition because they can capture 2.5D data using structured light, thereby
allowing researchers to extract a rich class of depth features for activity recognition.
In this work, we equip a robot with an RGB-D sensor to collect sequences of activity
data, from which we extract object locations and human skeleton points, as shown in
Figure 5.1. Based on these observations, our task is to estimate activities as well as
sequences of composing actions.
The recognition of actions is usually formulated as a sequential prediction problem (Hu
et al., 2014b) (see Figure 5.2). In this approach, the RGB-D video is first divided into
smaller video segments so that each segment contains approximately one action. This can
be accomplished either by manual annotation or by automated temporal segmentation
based on motion features. Spatio-temporal features are extracted for each segment. For
real-world tasks in HRI, it is desirable to recognize activities at a higher level whereby
the activities are usually performed over a longer duration. The combination of actions
and activities forms a sequential model with a hierarchy (Figure 5.2).
Most previous work addresses activity and action recognition as separate tasks (Hu et al.,
2014b; Koppula and Saxena, 2013a; Koppula et al., 2013), i.e., the action labels need
to be inferred before the activity labels are predicted. In contrast, in this chapter, we
jointly model actions and activities in a unified framework, where the activity and ac48
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Activity

Actions

Microwave Food

Opening

Reaching

Moving

Placing

Closing

RGB-D
Video

Figure 5.2: An illustration of the activity hierarchy. The input video is represented as a
spatial-temporal volume. The bottom layer shows a video that is discretized into multiple
temporal segments for modeling, and spatial-temporal features are extracted from each
temporal segment. In the middle layer, actions are recognized from the input features
with one atomic activity per segment. In the second layer, the activities are described in
terms of the sub-level activity sequence. The un-directed links in the graph represent the
inter-dependency between layers. Note that the video segments may not have the same
length; thus, a segmentation method needs to be applied.
tion labels are learned simultaneously. Our experimental evaluation demonstrates that
this framework is beneficial when compared to separate recognition. This can be intuitively understood by considering the case of learning actions: the activity label provides
additional constraints to the action labels, which can result in a better estimation of the
actions, and vice versa.
Figure 5.3 is a graphical representation of our approach. The proposed model of this
chapter is related to our previous work (Hu et al., 2014c), wherein we recognize the
sequence of actions using Conditional Random Fields (CRFs). The model is augmented
with a layer of latent nodes to enrich the model’s expressiveness. For simplicity, we use
latent variables to refer to the variables in the hidden layer, which are unknown both
during training and testing. Labels, in contrast, are known during training but are latent
during testing. The latent variables are able to capture such a difference and are able
to model the rich variations of the actions. One can imagine that the latent variables
represent sub-types of the actions: e.g., for the action opening, we are able to model the
difference between opening a bottle and opening a door using latent variables. In this
work, we go beyond recognition of a single layer of actions, but rather we model actions
and activities in a hierarchy where both are estimated simultaneously.
For each temporal segment, we preserve the full connectivity among observations, latent
variables, and action nodes, thus avoiding making inappropriate conditional independence assumptions. We describe an efficient method of applying exact inference in our
graph, whereby collapsing the latent states and target states allows our graphical model
to be considered as a linear-chain structure. Applying exact inference under such a structure is very efficient. We use a max-margin approach for learning the parameters of the
model. Benefiting from the discriminative framework, our method needs not model the
correlation between the input data, thus providing us with a natural way of data fusion
(McCallum, 2003).
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Figure 5.3: The graphical representation of our model. Nodes that represent the observations x, which are observed both in training and testing, are rendered in black. y refers
to action nodes, and A is the corresponding activity label of the sequence. Both are in
gray because they are only observed during training and not testing. White nodes z refer
to the latent variables, which are unknown either in training or testing. They are used
to represent the hidden sub-level semantics among consecutive actions. Note that xk ,
yk , zk are fully connected in our model as are the temporal transitions of action-latent
pairs. Therefore, the model enables a richer representation of a activity hierarchy. x0
represents the set of global features.
The model was evaluated on the RGB-D data from two different benchmark datasets
(Koppula et al., 2013; Sung et al., 2011). The results are compared with a number of
the state-of-the-art approaches (Hu et al., 2014b,c; Koppula and Saxena, 2013a; Koppula
et al., 2013; Sung et al., 2011). The results show that our model performs better than the
state-of-the-art approaches, and the model is more efficient in terms of inference.
In summary, the contribution of this chapter is a novel Hidden CRF model for jointly
predicting activities and their sub-level actions, which outperforms the state of the art
both in terms of predictive performance and in computational cost.
In this chapter, we address the following research questions:
• How important is it to add an activity hierarchy to the model?
• How important is it to add the latent layer to the model?
• How important is it to joint model actions and activities?
• How does our model compare with state-of-the-art approaches?
• How well can the model be generalized to a new problem?
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. We describe the related work in
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Section 5.3. We formalize the model and present the potential function in Section 5.4.
The inference and learning algorithms are introduced in Section 5.5 and Section 5.6. We
show the implementation details and the comparison of the results with the state-of-theart approach in Section 5.7.

5.3

Related Work

The previous works can be categorized into two methodologies. The first methodology
divides the approaches based on the hierarchical layout of the model, i.e., whether the
model contains a single layer or multiple layers. The second methodology is based on
the nature of the learning method, i.e., whether the method is discriminative or generative.

5.3.1

Single-layer Approach and Hierarchical Approach

Human activity recognition is a key component for HRI, particularly for the elderly care
tasks (Amirabdollahian et al., 2013). Depending on the complexity and duration of activities, activity recognition approaches can be separated into two categories (Aggarwal
and Ryoo, 2011): single-layer approaches and hierarchical approaches. Single-layer approaches (Hoai et al., 2011; Hu et al., 2014a; Kelley et al., 2008; Laptev et al., 2008; Liu,
2008; Matikainen et al., 2012; Niyogi and Adelson, 1994; Ryoo and Aggarwal, 2009; Shi
et al., 2011) refer to methods that are able to directly recognize human activities from the
data without defining any activity hierarchy. Usually, these activities are both simple and
short; therefore, no higher-level layers are required. Typical activities in this category
include walking, waiting, falling, jumping and waving. Nevertheless, in the real world,
activities are not always as simple as these basic actions. For example, the activity of
preparing breakfast may consist of multiple actions such as opening a fridge, getting a
salad and making coffee. Typical hierarchical approaches (Hu et al., 2014c; Ivanov and
Bobick, 2000; Koppula and Saxena, 2013b; Koppula et al., 2013; Savarese et al., 2008)
first estimate the sub-level actions, and then, the high-level activity labels are inferred
based on the action sequences.
Sung et al. (2011) proposed a hierarchical maximum entropy Markov model that detects
activities from RGB-D videos. They consider the actions as hidden nodes that are learned
implicitly. Recently, Koppula et al. (2013) presented an interesting approach that models
both activities and object affordance as random variables. The object affordance label is
defined as the possible manners in which people can interact with an object, e.g., reachable, movable, and eatable. These nodes are inter-connected to model object-object and
object-human interactions. Nodes are connected across the segments to enable temporal
interactions. Given a test video, the model jointly estimates both human activities and
object affordance labels using a graph-cut algorithm. After the actions are recognized,
the activities are estimated using a multi-class SVM. In this chapter, we build a hierarchical approach that jointly estimates actions and activities from the RGB-D videos. The
inference algorithm is more efficient compared with graph-cut methods.
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5.3.2

Generative Models and Discriminative Models

Many different graphical models, e.g., Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) (Sung et al.,
2011; Zhu and Sheng, 2009), Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs) (Ho et al., 2009),
linear-chain CRFs (Vail et al., 2007), loopy CRFs (Koppula et al., 2013), Semi-Markov
Models (Van Kasteren et al., 2010), and Hidden CRFs (Wang et al., 2006; Wang and
Mori, 2009), have been applied to the recognition of human activities. The graphical
models can be divided into two categories: generative models (Sung et al., 2011; Zhu
and Sheng, 2009) and discriminative models (Hu et al., 2013; Koppula et al., 2013;
Van Kasteren et al., 2010). The generative models require making assumptions concerning both the correlation of data and how the data are distributed given the activity
state. This is risky because the assumptions may not reflect the true attributes of the data.
The discriminative models, in contrast, only focus on modeling the posterior probability
regardless of how the data are distributed. The robotic and smart environment scenarios
are usually equipped with a combination of multiple sensors. Some of these sensors may
be highly correlated both in the temporal and spatial domain, e.g., a pressure sensor on a
mattress and a motion sensor above a bed. In these scenarios, the discriminative models
provide a natural way of data fusion for human activity recognition.
The linear-chain Conditional Random Field (CRF) is one of the most popular discriminative models and has been used for many applications. Linear-chain CRFs are efficient
models because the exact inference is tractable. However, these models are limited because they cannot capture the intermediate structures within the target states (Quattoni
et al., 2007). By adding an extra layer of latent variables, the model allows for more flexibility and therefore can be used for modeling more complex data. The names of these
models, including Hidden-unit CRF (Maaten et al., 2011), Hidden-state CRF (Quattoni
et al., 2007) or Hidden CRF (Wang and Mori, 2009), are inter-changeable in the literature.
(Koppula et al., 2013) present a model for the temporal and spatial interactions between
humans and objects in loopy CRFs. More specifically, they develop a model that has two
types of nodes for representing the action labels of the human and the object affordance
labels of the objects. Human nodes and object nodes within the same temporal segment
are fully connected. Over time, the nodes are transited to the nodes with the same type.
The results show that by modeling the human-object interaction, their model outperforms
the earlier work in (Sung et al., 2011) and (Ni et al., 2012). The inference in the loopy
graph is solved as a quadratic optimization problem using the graph-cut method (Rother
et al., 2007). Their inference method, however, is less efficient compared with exact
inference in a linear-chain structure because the graph-cut method requires multiple iterations before convergence; more iterations are usually preferred to ensure that a good
solution is obtained.
Another study (Tang et al., 2012b) augments an additional layer of latent variables to the
linear-chain CRFs. They explicitly model the new latent layer to represent the durations
of activities. In contrast to (Koppula et al., 2013), Tang et al. (2012b) solve the inference
problem by reforming the graph into a set of cliques so that exact inference can be efficiently solved using dynamic programming. In their model, the latent variables and the
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observation are assumed to be conditionally independent given the target states.
Our work is different from the previous approaches in terms of both the utilized graphical model and the efficiency of inference. First, similar to (Tang et al., 2012b), our
model also uses an extra latent layer. However, instead of explicitly modeling the latent
variables, we directly learn the latent variables from the data. Second, we do not make
conditional independence assumptions between the latent variables and the observations.
Instead, we add one extra edge between them to make the local graph fully connected.
Third, although our graph also presents many loops, as in (Koppula et al., 2013), we are
able to transform the cyclic graph into a linear-chain structure wherein exact inference is
tractable. The exact inference in our graph only requires two passes of messages across
the linear chain structure, which is substantially more efficient than the method in (Koppula et al., 2013). Finally, we model the interaction between the human and the objects at
the feature level instead of modeling the object affordance as target states. Therefore, the
parameters are learned and are directly optimized for activity recognition rather than for
making the joint estimation of both object affordance and human activity. Because we apply a data-driven approach to initializing the latent variables, hand labeling of the object
affordance is not necessary in our model. Our results show that the model outperforms
the state-of-the-art approaches on the CAD120 dataset (Koppula et al., 2013).

5.4

Modeling Activity Hierarchy

The graphical model of our proposed system is illustrated in Figure 5.3. Let us define
x = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xK |xk ∈ RD } as the sequence of observations, where K is the total
number of temporal segments in the video. Our goal is to predict the most likely underlying action sequence y = {y1 , y2 , . . . , yK |yk ∈ Y} and its corresponding activity label
A ∈ H based on the observations. We define x0 as the global features that are extracted
from x.
Each observation xk is a feature vector extracted from the segment k. The form of
xk is quite flexible. xk can be collections of data from different sources, e.g., simple
sensor readings, human locations, human poses, and object locations. Some of these
observations may be highly correlated with each other, e.g., wearable accelerometers and
motion sensors would be highly correlated. Because of the discriminative nature of our
model, we do not need to model such correlation among the observations.
We define z = {z1 , z2 , . . . , zK |zk ∈ Z} to be the latent variables in the model. The
latent variables, which are implicitly learned from the data, can be considered as modeling the sub-level semantics of the actions. For clarity, one could imagine that yk = 1
refers to the action opening. Then, the joint (yk = 1, zk = 1) can describe opening a
microwave, and (yk = 1, zk = 2) can describe opening a bottle. Note that these two
sub-types of opening actions differ greatly in the observed videos. However, the latent
variables allow us to capture large variations in the same action.
Next, we will formulate our model in terms of these defined variables. For simplicity, we
assume that there are in total Ny actions and Na activities to be recognized, and let us
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define Nz as the cardinality of the latent variable.

5.4.1

Potential Function

Our model contains five types of potentials that together form the potential function.
The first potential measures the score of making an observation xk with a joint-state
assignment (zk , yk ). We define Φ(xk ) to be the function that maps the input data into
the feature space. w is a matrix that contains model parameters. The first potential can
be written as
ψ1 (yk , zk , xk ; w1 ) = w1 (yk , zk ) · Φ(xk )
(5.1)
where w1 ∈ RY×Z×D and w1 (yk , zk ) is the concatenation of the parameters that corresponds to yk and zk .
This potential models the full connectivity among yk , zk and xk and avoids making any
conditional independence assumptions. It is more accurate to have such a structure because zk and xk may not be conditionally independent over a given yk in many cases. Let
us consider the aforementioned example. Knowing that the action is opening, whether
the latent state refers to opening a microwave or opening a bottle depends on how the
opening action is performed in the observed video, i.e., the latent state and the observation are inter-dependent given the action label.
The second potential measures the score of coupling yk with zk . The score can be considered as either the bias entry of Equation 5.1 or the prior of seeing the joint state (yk , zk ).
The second potential can be written as
ψ2 (yk , zk ; w2 ) = w2 (yk , zk )

(5.2)

where w2 represents the parameter of the second potential with w2 ∈ RY×Z .
The third potential characterizes the transition score from the joint state (yk−1 , zk−1 ) to
(yk , zk ). Comparing with the normal transition potentials (Wang and Mori, 2009), our
model leverages the latent variable zk for modeling richer contextual information over
consecutive temporal segments. Our model not only contain the transition between the
action states but also captures the sub-level context using the latent variables. The third
potential can be written as
ψ3 (yk−1 , zk−1 , yk , zk ; w3 ) = w3 (yk−1 , zk−1 , yk , zk )

(5.3)

where the potential is parameterized by w3 ∈ RY×Z×Y×Z .
The fourth potential models the compatibility among consecutive action pairs and the
activity:
ψ4 (yk−1 , yk , A; w4 ) = w4 (yk−1 , yk , A)
(5.4)
where w4 ∈ RY×Y×H and w4 (yk−1 , yk , A) is a scalar that reflects the compatibility
between the transition of an action and the activity label.
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The last potential models the compatibility between the activity label A and the global
features x0 :
ψ5 (A, x0 ; w5 ) = w5 (A) · Φ(x0 )
(5.5)
where the parameters w5 ∈ RH can be interpreted as a global filter that favors certain
combinations of x0 and A.
Summing all potentials over the entire sequence, we can write the final potential function
of our model as follows:
F (A, y, z, x; w) =

K
X

w1 (yk , zk ) · Φ(xk ) +

k=1

+

K
X

K
X

w2 (yk , zk )

k=1

w3 (yk−1 , zk−1 , yk , zk ) +

K
X

w4 (yk−1 , yk , A)

k=2

k=2

+ w5 (A) · Φ(x0 )

(5.6)

The potential function evaluates the matching score between the joint states (A, y, z)
and the input (x, x0 ). The score equals the un-normalized joint probability in the log
space. The objective function can be rewritten in a more general linear form
F (y, z, x; w) = w · Ψ(y, z, x)

(5.7)

Note that it is not necessary to explicitly model the latent variables; rather, the latent
variables can be automatically learned from the training data. Theoretically, the latent
variables can represent any form of data, e.g., time duration and action primitives, as
long as the data can be used to facilitate the task.
One may notice that our graphical model has many loops, which in general makes exact
inference intractable. Because our graph complies with the semi-Markov property, we
will now show how we benefit from such a structure to obtain efficient inference and
learning.

5.5

Inference

Given the graph and the parameters, inference is used to find the most likely joint state
(A, y, z) that maximizes the potential function:
(A∗ , y ∗ , z ∗ ) =

arg max

F (A, y, z, x; w)

(5.8)

(A,y,z)∈H×Y×Z

Generally, solving Equation 5.8 is an NP-hard problem that requires the evaluation of
the potential function over an exponential number of state sequences. Exact inference is
preferable because it is guaranteed to find the global optimum. However, exact inference
usually can only be applied efficiently when the graph is acyclic. In contrast, approximate
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inference is more suitable for loopy graphs but may take longer to converge and is likely
to obtain a local optimum. Although our graph contains loops, we can transform the
graph into a linear-chain structure, in which exact inference becomes tractable. If we
collapse the latent variable zk with yk and A into a single factor, the edges among zk , yk
and A become the internal factor of the new node, and the transition edges collapse into
a single transition edge. This results in a typical linear-chain CRF, where the cardinality
of the new nodes is Ny × Nz × NA .
Because the model now has a linear-chain structure, exact inference can be efficiently
performed using dynamic programming (Bellman, 1956). Specifically, we can write
the following recursion procedure for computing the maximal score over all possible
assignments of y, z and A:
Vk (A, yk , zk ) =w1 (yk , zk ) · Φ(xk ) + w2 (yk , zk )
+

max
(yk−1 ,zk−1 )∈Y×Z

{w3 (yk−1 , zk−1 , yk , zk )

+ w4 (yk−1 , yk , A) + Vk−1 (A, yk−1 , zk−1 )}

(5.9)

The above function is evaluated iteratively across the entire sequence. For each iteration,
we record the joint state (yk−1 , zk−1 ) that contributes to the max. When the last segment
is computed, the optimal assignment of segment K can be computed as
∗
∗
A∗ , yK
, zK
= arg max VK (A, yK , zK ) + w5 (A) · Φ(x0 )

(5.10)

A,yK ,zK

Knowing the optimal assignment at K, we can track back the best assignment in the
previous time step K − 1. The process continues until all y ∗ and z ∗ have been assigned,
i.e., the inference problem in Equation 5.8 is solved.
Computing Equation 5.9 one time involves O(Ny Nz ) computations. In total, Equation 5.9 needs to be evaluated for all possible assignments of (yk , zk , NA ); thus, it is
computed Ny Nz times. The total computational cost is, therefore, O(Ny2 Nz2 NA K).
Such computation is manageable when Ny Nz is not very large, which is usually the case
for the tasks of activity recognition.
Next, we show how we can learn the parameters using the max-margin approach.

5.6

Learning

We use the max-margin approach for learning the parameters in our graphical model.
Given a set of N training examples, hx(n) , y (n) , A(n) i (n = 1, 2, · · · , N ), we would like
to learn the model parameters w that can produce the activity label A and action labels y
given a new test input x. Note that both activities and action labels are observed during
training. The latent variables z are unobserved and will be automatically inferred from
the training process.
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The goal of learning is to find the optimal model parameters w that minimize the following objective function:
(
min
w

N

X
1
b
b , A(i) , A)
kwk2 + C
∆(y (i) , y
2
i=1

)
(5.11)

where C is a normalization constant that is used to provide a balance between the model
complexity and fitting rate, and a regularization term is used to avoid over-fitting.
b measures the cost of making incorrect predictions.
b , A(i) , A)
The loss function ∆(y (i) , y
b
b and A are the most likely action and activity labels that are computed from Equay
tion 5.8. The loss function in Equation 5.12 returns zero when the prediction is exactly the same as the ground truth; otherwise, it counts the number of disagreed elements.
K
X
(i)
b = λ 1(A(i) = A)
b + 1
b , A(i) , A)
1(yk = ybk )
(5.12)
∆(y (i) , y
K
k=1

where 1(·) is an indicator function and 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 is a scalar weight that balances
between the two loss terms.
This object function can be viewed as a generalized form of our previous work (Hu et al.,
2014c), where we recognize only the sequence of actions. This can be performed by simply setting λ to 0 and leaving the graphical structure unchanged. The learning framework
then only tracks the incorrectly predicted actions, regardless of the activities.
Directly optimizing Equation 5.11 is not possible because the loss function involves computing the arg max in Equation 5.8. Following (Tsochantaridis et al., 2005) and (Yu
and Joachims, 2009), we substitute the loss function in Equation 5.11 by the margin
rescaling surrogate, which serves as an upper-bound of the loss function. This converts
Equation 5.11 to
n

X
1
min{ kwk2 + C
max [∆(y (i) , y, A(i) , A)+
w
A,y,z
2
i=1
F (x(i) , y, A, z, w)] − C

n
X
i=1

max F (x(i) , y (i) , A(i) , z, w)}
z

(5.13)

The second term in Equation 5.13 can be solved using the augmented inference, i.e., by
plugging in the loss function as an extra factor in the graph, the term can be solved in
the same way as the inference problem using Equation 5.8. Similarly, the third term of
Equation 5.13 can be solved by adding y (i) and A(i) as the evidence into the graph and
then applying inference using Equation 5.8. Because exact inference is tractable in our
graphical model, both of the terms can be computed very efficiently.
Note that Equation 5.13 is the summation of a convex and concave function. This can
be solved with Concave-Convex Procedure (CCCP) (Yuille and Rangarajan, 2002). By
substituting the concave function with its tangent hyperplane function, which serves as
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an upper bound of the concave function, the concave term is transformed into a linear
function. Thus, Equation 5.13 becomes convex again.
We can rewrite Equation 5.13 in the form of minimizing an objective function subject to
a set of constraints by adding slack variables
n

X
1
min{ kwk2 +C
ξi }
w,ξ 2
i=1

(5.14)

s.t. ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, ∀y ∈ Y
F (x(i) , y (i) , A(i) , z ∗ , w)−F (x(i) , y, A, z, w)
≥ ∆(y (i) , y, A(i) , A) − ξi
where z ∗ is the most likely latent states that are inferred given the training data.
Note that there are an exponential number of constraints in Equation 5.14. This can be
solved using the cutting-plane method (Kelley, 1960).
Another intuitive method of understanding the CCCP algorithm is to consider the algorithm as one that solves the learning problem with incomplete data using ExpectationMaximization (EM) (McLachlan and Krishnan, 1997). In our training data, the latent
variables are unknown. We can start by initializing the latent variables. Once we have the
latent variables, the data become complete. Then, we can use the standard StructuredSVM to learn the model parameters (M-step). Subsequently, we can update the latent
states again using the parameters that are learned (E-step). The iteration continues until
convergence.
Note that the inference algorithm is extensively used in learning. Because we are able to
perform exact inference by transforming the loopy graph into a linear-chain graph, our
learning algorithm is much faster and more accurate compared with the other approaches
with approximate inference. With a typical 23 segments (1096 frames) of pre-extracted
features, the longest video needs less than 0.1 second for inference. The system was
evaluated on a PC with 2.5GHz CPU and 8GB RAM. With efficient feature extraction,
we believe the system can be used in real-time applications.

5.7

Experiments and Results

We implemented the proposed model, denoted as full model, along with its three variations. Specifically, the first model recognizes only low-level actions, the second model
recognizes high-level activities, and the third model recognizes activities based on actions. All models were evaluated on two different datasets. The results from the different
models were compared to gain insight into our research questions (in Section 5.2). The
full model is also shown to outperform the state-of-the-art methods.
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Arranging Objects

Cleaning Objects

Having Meal

Making Cereal

Microwaving Food

Picking Objects

Stacking Objects

Taking Food

Taking Medicine

Unstacking Objects

Figure 5.4: Sample images from the CAD-120 dataset. The images illustrate 10 different
activities.

5.7.1

Datasets

The methods were evaluated on two benchmark datasets, i.e., CAD-60 (Sung et al., 2011)
and CAD-120 (Koppula et al., 2013). Both of the datasets contain sequences of color and
depth images that were collected by a RGB-D sensor. Skeleton joints of the person are
obtained using OpenNI1 .
The two datasets are quite different from each other; therefore, they can be used to test
the generalizability of our methods. The CAD-60 dataset consists of 12 human action
labels and no activity labels. The actions include rinsing mouth, brushing teeth, wearing contact lens, talking on the phone, drinking water, opening pill container, cooking
(chopping), cooking (stirring), talking on couch, relaxing on couch, writing on white
board, and working on computer. These actions are performed by 4 different subjects in
5 different environments, i.e., a kitchen, a bedroom, a bathroom, a living room, and an office. In total, the dataset includes approximately 60 videos, and each video contains one
action label. In contrast, the CAD-120 dataset (Koppula et al., 2013) contains 126 RGBD videos, and each video contains one activity and a sequence of actions. There are in
total 10 activities defined in the dataset, including making cereal, taking medicine, stacking objects, unstacking objects, microwaving food, picking up objects, cleaning objects,
taking food, arranging objects, and having a meal. Figure 5.4 shows various sample images of these activities. In addition, the dataset also consists of 10 sub-level actions, i.e.,
reaching, moving, pouring, eating, drinking, opening, placing, closing, scrubbing, and
null. The objects in CAD-120 are automatically detected as in (Koppula et al., 2013),
and the locations of the objects are also provided by the dataset.
The two datasets are very challenging in the following aspects. a) The activities in the
dataset are performed by four different actors. The actors behave quite differently, e.g.,
in terms of being left or right handed, being viewed from a front view or side view, and
1 http://structure.io/openni
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sitting or standing. b) There is a large variation even for the same action, e.g., the action
opening can refer to opening a bottle or opening the microwave. Although both of actions
have the same label, they appear significantly different from each other in the video. c)
Partial or full occlusion is also a very challenging aspect for this dataset. e.g., in certain
videos, the actors’ legs are completely occluded by the table, and objects are frequently
occluded by the other objects. This makes it difficult to obtain accurate object locations
as well as body skeletons; therefore, the generated data are noisy.
A number of recent approaches (Hu et al., 2014b,c; Koppula and Saxena, 2013a; Koppula et al., 2013; Sung et al., 2011) have been evaluated on these two datasets; therefore, the results can be directly compared. To ensure a fair comparison, the same input
features are extracted following (Koppula et al., 2013). Specifically, we have object
features φo (xk ) ∈ R180 , object-object interaction features φoo (xk ) ∈ R200 , objectsubject relation features φoa (xk ) ∈ R400 , and the temporal object and subject features
φt (xk ) ∈ R200 . For CAD-120, we extract the complete set of features from the object
locations, which are provided by the dataset. For CAD-60 dataset, only skeletal features
are extracted because there is no object information. These features are concatenated into
a single feature vector, which is considered as the observation of one action segment, i.e.,
Φ(xk ).

5.7.2

Implemented Models

In this section, we describe the three baseline models in detail, followed by the introduction of the full model. Note that all of the models were first evaluated on the CAD-120
dataset. To test the generalizability of the model, the same experiments are repeated using the CAD-60 dataset. Note that the CAD-60 dataset contains no activity labels, but
it has additional labels to indicate the environments. In our experiments, we treat these
additional labels as if they were activities; thus, the model structure is left unchanged
compared with the experiments on CAD-120. The only difference is that we jointly
model the actions with the environments instead of the activities.

Recognize Only Low-level Actions
The first model is adopted from our previous work (Hu et al., 2014c), which predicts
action labels based on the video sequence. This model is a single-layer approach that
only contains the low-level layer of nodes. By setting the weight λ to zero, the model
focuses only on predicting correct action labels regardless of the activity label; therefore,
the model can be considered as a special case of the full model. The parameters of this
model are learned with the Structured-SVM framework (Tsochantaridis et al., 2005).
We use the margin rescaling surrogate as the loss. For optimization, we use the 1-slack
algorithm (primal), as described in (Joachims et al., 2009).
To initialize the latent states on CAD-120, we adopt the data-driven approach from (Hu
et al., 2014c). Specifically, we apply K-means clustering methods on the input data x
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for 10 times. Then, we choose the clustering results with the smallest within-cluster
distances. The labels of the clusters are assigned as the initial latent states.

Recognize Only High-level Activities
The second model contains only a single layer for recognizing activities, i.e., we disregard the layer of actions; instead, we learn a direct mapping from video features to
activity labels. Similar to the first model, the parameters are learned with the StructuredSVM, but the model contains no transition.

Recognize Activities Based on Action Sequences
This approach is built upon the first baseline. Based on the inferred action labels, we
learn a model to classify activities. We extract unigram and bigram features based on the
action sequence as well as the occlusion features. The model parameters are estimated
with a variation of multi-class SVM, where the latent layer is augmented in the model.
In this approach, the actions and activities are recognized in succession.

Joint Estimation of Activity and Actions using Hierarchical Approach
This approach refers to the proposed model (full model) of the chapter. Instead of successively recognizing actions and activities, our model uses a hierarchical framework to
make joint predictions over both activity and action labels.
We compare the two different segmentation methods to the videos in the CAD-120
dataset. In the first method, we use the ground-truth segmentation, which is manually annotated. For the second segmentation, we apply a motion-based approach, i.e., we extract
the spatial-temporal features for all the frames, and similar frames are grouped together
using a graph-based approach to form segments (Koppula et al., 2013). For CAD-60, we
apply uniform segmentation, i.e., segmentation with fixed length, as in (Koppula et al.,
2013) to enable a fair comparison with other methods.
The above methods were evaluated on both the CAD-120 and CAD-60 datasets. Because
the two datasets are quite different from each other, they can be used to test how the results can be generalized to new data. The performance of these methods on both datasets
is reported in Section 5.7.4.

5.7.3

Evaluation Criteria

Our model was evaluated with 4-fold cross-validation. The folds are split based on the 4
subjects. Specifically, we used two subjects for training, one subject for validation and
one subject for testing. Once the optimal hyper-parameters are chosen with the training
set and validation set, the performance of the model is measured on the test set. Each
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cross-validation is performed 3 times. To observe the generalization of our model across
different data sets, the results are averaged across the folds. In this chapter, the accuracy
(classification rate), precision, recall and F-score are reported to enable a comparison of
the results. In the CAD-120 dataset, more than half of the instances are reaching and
moving. Therefore, we consider precision and recall to be relatively better evaluation
criteria than accuracy because they remain meaningful despite class imbalance.

5.7.4

Results and Analysis

In this section, we report the experimental results and compare the performance of different models. Table 5.1 shows the performance of all the models during testing on the
CAD-120 dataset. Both the performances of the action and activity recognition are reported. For comparison, the results of both ground-truth segmentation and motion-based
segmentation are reported. Table 5.2 shows the performance during testing on the CAD60 dataset.
Next, we analyze the results while referring to our research questions posed in Section 5.2.
Importance of hierarchical model. In Table 5.1, Single Layer refers to the second baseline approach, wherein we learn a direct mapping from video-level features to activity
labels. There is no intermediate layer of labels. The Single Layer approach achieves an
average performance of over 70% in both segmentation methods but with a large standard
error of approximately 5%. In contrast, the other hierarchical approaches outperform the
Single Layer approach by at least 10 percentage points when using ground-truth segmentation and 5 percentage points when using motion-based segmentation. By incorporating
the layer of action labels, we can see significant improvements (p < 0.05) in terms of
F-score when recognizing activities. Therefore, temporal information, such as transitions
between actions, is a very important aspect of activity recognition.
Table 5.2 shows the results using the CAD-60 dataset under similar experiment settings;
however, the goal here is to predict actions together with the environment. We can see that
the F-score of the environment prediction is increased by over 11 percentage points when
using the hierarchical approach (full model), which is significantly better (p < 0.01) than
the single-layer approach. The hierarchical approaches also exhibit significant improvements in terms of precision and recall. The increase in the mean is over 6 percentage
points, with a reduced standard error rate.
Importance of embedding the latent layer. To demonstrate the importance of using
latent variables, we compare the proposed model (full model) to the model without augmenting latent variables (no latent). Table 5.1 shows that the full model outperforms no
latent in terms of recognition of both actions and activities. Notably, after adding the latent variable, the precision and recall for activity is increased by over 4 and 5 percentage
points, respectively, using ground-truth segmentation. When using motion-based segmentation, the performance of full model for an activity is increased by 10 percentage
points in terms of precision and 6 percentage points in terms of recall. The improvement
is significant (p < 0.01) after using latent variables. Note that the no latent model is a
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Table 5.1: Performance of Activity and Action Recognition during testing on the CAD-120 Dataset. The results are reported in terms of
Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F-Score. The standard error is also reported.
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special case of the full model, i.e., no latent is equivalent to the full model when there is
only one latent state. Here, we list these models separately to illustrate the effect of using
multiple latent states. In contrast, Table 5.2 only shows the performance of the full model
because the model starts overfitting the data when more than one latent states are applied
to the model, i.e., no latent (latent=1) achieves the best performance. From this, we can
see that the model is quite flexible and that it can be used to fit data with varying levels
of complexity by simply adjusting the number of latent states in the model.
Importance of jointly modeling activity and action. Hu et al. (2014b) and Hu et al.
(2014c) in Table 5.1 refers to a combination of the first and third baseline approaches,
where we used a two-step approach to successively recognize actions and activities. This
method shows significant improvement (p = 0.04) over the Single layer approach. However, their approach is outperformed by our proposed hierarchical method (full model)
using both segmentation methods. Notably, for activity recognition, the F-score is increased by 3 percentage points using our proposed model, with an increase of 2.4 percentage points in terms of precision and 3.6 percentage points in terms of recall. For
action recognition, the performance gain in terms of F-score is approximately 3.7 percentage points and includes significant improvements (p = 0.02) over (Hu et al., 2014b)
and (Hu et al., 2014c). This is because the full model allows the interaction between the
low-level and high-level layers during both learning and inference, and labels with the
hierarchy are jointly estimated when making predictions. Similar results were found using the CAD-60 dataset, see Table 5.2. We note that the performance is largely increased
when using the full model. The F-score is increased by 3 percentage points for predicting
action and environment labels.
Comparison with the state-of-the-art approaches. The proposed method was evaluated on both the CAD-60 and CAD-120 datasets to provide a comparison with the
state-of-the-art methods.
To be comparable with the other approaches, following (Koppula et al., 2013; Sung et al.,
2011), we conduct similar experiments on the CAD-60 dataset, where we group the actions based on their environment labels and a separate model is learned and tested for
each of the groups. The results of these experiments are reported in Table 5.3. We note
that our model outperforms (Sung et al., 2011) in all five environments. Compared with
the state of the art (Koppula et al., 2013), our model outperforms (Sung et al., 2011)
and (Koppula et al., 2013) on most of the environments. On average, the precision of
our model is the same as in (Koppula et al., 2013), and the recall of the model outperforms (Koppula et al., 2013) by over 8 percentage points, achieving 80.8% for precision
and 80.1% for recall. The average F-Score is over 4% percentage points better than in
(Koppula et al., 2013).
Table 5.1 compares the performance of different approaches on the CAD-120 dataset.
Similar to Hu et al. (2014b), Koppula and Saxena (2013a) use a two-step approach to
infer high-level activity labels only after the actions are estimated. Benefiting from the
joint estimation of action and activity, our full model outperforms the state-of-the-art
models in terms of both action and activity recognition tasks. Notably, using groundtruth segmentation, the F-score is improved by approximately 4 percentage points for
recognizing actions. Based on motion segmentation, the activity recognition performance
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5: Confusion matrix over different action (a) and activity (b) classes. Rows are
ground-truth labels, and columns are the detections.
is improved by over 2 percentage points in terms of F-Score.
Figure 5.5 shows the confusion matrix of both the action and activity classification results. The most difficult action class is scrubbing. This task is sometimes confused with
reaching and placing. The overall performance of the activity recognition is very good,
with most of the activities being correctly classified. The more difficult case is to distinguish between “stacking objects” and “arranging objects”. Overall, we can see that high
values are found on the diagonal using both segmentation methods, which demonstrates
the good performance of our system.

5.8

Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter, we present a hierarchical approach that simultaneously recognizes actions
and activities based on RGB-D data. The interactions between actions and activities are
captured by a Hidden-state CRF framework. In this framework, we use the latent variables to exploit the underlying structures of actions. The prediction is based on the joint
interaction between activities and actions, which is in contrast to the traditional approach,
which only focuses on one of them. Our results show a significant improvement when
using the hierarchical model compared to using the single-layered approach. The results also demonstrate the effectiveness of adding a latent layer to the model and the
importance of jointly estimating actions and activities. Finally, we show that the proposed hierarchical approach outperforms the state-of-the-art methods on two benchmark
datasets. In future work, we would like to investigate whether different loss functions
can improve the performance of the model. In addition, we want to extend the model to
deal with partially observed input data.
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6

Human Intent Forecasting Using Intrinsic
Kinematic Constraints

6.1

Abstract

The performance of human-robot collaboration tasks can be improved by incorporating
predictions of the human collaborator’s movement intentions. These predictions allow
a collaborative robot to both provide appropriate assistance and plan its own motion so
it does not interfere with the human. In the specific case of human reach intent prediction, prior work has divided the task into two pieces: recognition of human activities
and prediction of reach intent. In this work, we propose a joint model for simultaneous
recognition of human activities and prediction of reach intent based on skeletal pose.
Since future reach intent is tightly linked to the action a person is performing at present,
we anticipate that this joint model will produce better performance on the recognition
and prediction tasks than past approaches. In addition, our approach incorporates a simple human kinematic model which allows us to generate features that compactly capture
the reachability of objects in the environment and the motion cost to reach those objects, which we anticipate will improve performance. Experiments using the CAD-120
benchmark dataset show that both the joint modeling approach and the human kinematic
features give improved F1 scores versus the previous state of the art.

6.2

Introduction

Prediction of a human collaborator’s intent is a critical ingredient in many human-robot
collaboration scenarios. In the case of reach intent prediction, which we consider here,
we aim to predict the next object in the environment the human collaborator plans to
interact with. This prediction can allow a collaborative robot to both provide appropriate assistance and plan its own motion so it does not interfere with the human. In this
chapter, we propose a novel discriminative model that allows simultaneous recognition
of human activities and prediction of reach intent based on skeletal pose. Our approach
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incorporates a simple human kinematic model which allows us to capture the reachability
of objects into our predictive model with only a small increase in the dimension of the
input feature space.
The goal of action recognition and intent forecasting are both to estimate action labels
based on certain sensory resources. The main difference is that the action recognition
tasks only consider the action labels up to the present. In contrast, the task of intent
forecasting focuses on predicting the action labels in the future. Action recognition and
intention prediction are usually defined as two separate tasks in related works (Turaga
et al., 2008). Koppula and Saxena (2013b) use undirected graphs as their model, and
the results show that recognition and prediction are two highly related tasks, i.e., a good
prediction model helps with recognition, and vice versa. In this chapter, we propose to
model the action recognition and intention prediction in a unified framework. Although
the two tasks have different graphical representations, some parameters are shared across
models to ensure the learned parameters are optimized based on both tasks.
Additionally, while previous approaches use raw skeletal pose data – distance between
joints, relative pose of limbs, and pose of objects with respect to the person – as input
features, we use a personalized kinematic model of the human’s arms to generate more
compact, descriptive features which capture the reachability of objects in the environment. Intuitively, the human will often interact with objects which are easily reachable
over those which are not. The kinematic model explicitly encodes the intrinsic kinematic
constraints of the human body (e.g., joints with limited degrees of freedom or range of
motion), then evaluates the reachability of objects in the environment using an inverse
kinematics solver combined with a simple ergonomic cost function.
To model the variations of each action class, we add a layer of nodes to the graphical
model. We explicitly model these nodes as the type of the objects that a person is interacting with. During learning, the both action labels and the type of objects are given. The
learning objective is a convex form which can be solved very efficiently, and the global
optimum is guaranteed.
In summary, our contributions in the chapter are as follows:
• We propose a model for jointly estimating the action labels in intent prediction and
action recognition.
• A personalized human kinematic model is used to generate features which compactly capture the reachability of objects, using the natural kinematic constraints
of the person.
• We explicitly model the type of objects using a discrete set of possible object labels. This produces a convex problem which can be solved more efficiently than
other methods that use latent variables during the learning process.
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6.3

Related Work

A variety of existing approaches address the problem of human intent prediction (Koppula and Saxena, 2013b) and the related question of human action recognition (Hu et al.,
2014c; Koppula et al., 2013). These approaches use Conditional Random Fields (CRFs)
to model the probability that the person is performing a given task or has a certain intent. The model gives this probability as a function of the person’s skeletal pose, the
position of objects relative to the person, and the prior history of actions. However, these
approaches ignore the fact that the human’s motion is limited by the intrinsic kinematic
constraints of their body (e.g. joints with limited degrees of freedom or range of motion).
Given the option, the human will often choose to interact with objects which are easily
reachable over those that are not.
Action recognition and action prediction are usually defined as two separate tasks in the
related works (Koppula and Saxena, 2013b; Ryoo, 2011). Koppula and Saxena (2013b)
proposed a Conditional Random Field for modeling both the human and the objects in
the scene. The human actions and object affordances are represented as nodes, and these
nodes are interconnected in order to model the interaction between them. For action
prediction the authors used an importance sampling framework, where each particle represents a hypothetical combination of human-object interaction in the future. The future
action labels can be inferred by choosing the largest score from the CRF model. In
contrast to this previous work, we use a model which jointly solves the task of action
recognition and action prediction.
As pointed out by Hu et al. (2014c), the same action may be applied in many different
ways, e.g., opening a bottle and opening a microwave are very different in the input
space. In order to capture the variation within classes, the authors added a layer of latent
variables that connects to the layer of action nodes. The latent semantics of the actions
are implicitly learned from the data, and no labeling is required. However, in this chapter
we argue that the actions should be object-oriented, because the actions become more
meaningful when a specific type of object is considered. Therefore, in this chapter, we
model the latent variables explicitly as members of a discrete set of possible objects,
with labels available at training time. Because all the random variables are assigned
labels during the learning process, the learning objective is a convex function, which is
guaranteed to converge to the global optimum.
The use of human kinematic models to evaluate the ease with which a collaborator can
reach objects in the environment is a common method in other areas of human-robot
interaction (Bestick et al., 2015; Cakmak et al., 2011; Sisbot and Alami, 2012; Strabala
et al., 2013). In our earlier work we developed a methodology for fitting personalized
kinematic models to individuals, and show that these models can help facilitate robot
interaction with people whose physical capabilities are limited by age, injury, or disability (Bestick et al., 2015). A simplified version of this methodology is used in this
chapter.
While the complexity of the models used varies between authors, all combine a human
arm kinematic model with a cost function defined over kinematic configurations to eval71
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uate the relative ergonomic correctness of different limb poses. An inverse kinematic
solver can be used to determine whether a specified object in the environment is reachable, and the ease with which the person can reach it. Since we know the person’s limb
geometry is both static and is well-modeled by a rigid kinematic chain, this approach
allows us to incorporate object reachability into our model using lower-dimensional features than other approaches which use raw skeletal data (Koppula and Saxena, 2013a;
Koppula et al., 2013; Sung et al., 2011).

6.4

Extracting Physical Constraints Using Kinematics

The proposed kinematic model allows us to capture human kinematic constraints explicitly with only a very small increase in the dimension of the model’s feature space.
To quantify the reachability of objects in the environment, we first fit a simple rigid
kinematic model to each of the person’s arms. Each arm has four degrees of freedom,
with three in a single spherical joint at the shoulder, and one at the elbow. The model is
parameterized by the center point of the shoulder joint pshoulder , and the upper and forearm
lengths lupper and lfore . These parameters are fit to the data of a specific individual using a
Prediction Error Minimization scheme similar to (Bestick et al., 2015; Ude et al., 2000).
The ground-truth training data consists of a sequence of Kinect skeleton frames of the
subject performing a calibration motion sequence. In contrast to the original Kinect data,
the new kinematic model enforces the natural kinematic constraints of the human arm
(fixed limb lengths and a single axis of rotation at the elbow).
Given a model with parameters fitted to a specific person, we can estimate the state of
the model for each subsequent Kinect frame. This state consists of a single quaternion
qshoulder which gives the orientation of the shoulder joint, and a scalar value θelbow which
gives the displacement of the elbow joint. The state is chosen by simply minimizing the
error between the predicted and measured joint positions.
Given this model, we can check if an object is reachable by attempting to compute an
inverse kinematics (IK) solution (Tolani et al., 2000) for the person’s arm at the object’s
location in the person’s task space. Given a hypothesized cost function over arm configurations (e.g. displacement from neutral position, minimum torque), we can also compute
the minimum reach cost to grasp a specified object. In our experiments, the cost was
chosen to be:
C(qshoulder , θelbow ) =


γ ∗ 4 ∗ sin−1 (0.5 ∗ ||qshoulder − q̂shoulder ||)2 +
(6.1)
(1 − γ) ∗ ||θelbow − θ̂elbow ||
where each term computes the angular displacement of its respective joint from its nominal neutral position (q̂shoulder or θ̂elbow ), and γ is a weighting coefficient that adjusts the
importance of the shoulder versus the elbow angle.
For each object that the person will potentially interact with, we use inverse kinematics to
predict the expected cost for the human to reach the objects. The cost values are appended
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to our feature vectors as described in Section 6.5, and provide additional information for
intent prediction.

6.5

Feature Extraction

The input of our system is a sequence of RGB-D videos, which can be viewed as a stack
of images over time. The videos are uniformly divided into small temporal segments and
each segment contains the same number of frames. The length of the segment is set to
a small number so that each segment contains one particular action. After segmentation,
the raw RGB-D videos are further processed for feature extraction.
There are two categories of features that are used in the chapter. One category is called
recognition features because it provides direct cues on inferring action labels at the current time step. The other category is called predictive features because the features are
informative for predicting the action labels in the future. Next, we introduce the two
categories of features.

6.5.1

Recognition Features

Firstly, we use the depth channel of the RGB-D video to detect and track human skeleton
positions using the OpenNI Skeleton Tracker1 . The detected skeleton is a tree structure
that consists of 15 body joints (see Figure 6.1), including head (J1), neck (J2), torso
(J3), left shoulder (J4), left elbow (J5), right shoulder (J6), right elbow (J7), left hip
(J8), left knee (J9), right hip (J10), right knee (J11), left hand (J12), right hand (J13),
left foot (J14), and right foot (J15). The pose of each body part is represented as a six
dimensional vector, where three dimensions describe the position and the other three
represent the orientation vector. In order to produce features that are invariant to the
absolute position and orientation of the person, only relative orientation and position are
used in the feature representation. Specifically, we compute the rotation matrices and the
relative position of J1, J2, J4-J11 with respect to J3 in order to capture the main poses
of the body joints that are relative to the torso. Similarly, we compute the rotation and
displacement from the same set of joints but with respect to the head (J2). In order to
discern the main posture of a person, i.e., whether a person is sitting or standing still, we
compute the relative position of the feet (J14 and J15) with respect to the center of both
J8 and J10. The bending angle of the torso is important too, because this is very helpful
to tell whether a person is bending or standing. Therefore we compute the angle of the
upper body by measuring the angle between the upper body and the vertical axis.
Secondly, objects in the scene are detected and recognized using the RGB-D videos
(Koppula et al., 2013). After knowing where and how the objects are positioned, we
compute the relative orientation and position of the objects with respect to the upper body
joints in a similar way as we computed them for between the skeleton joints.
1 http://structure.io/openni
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Figure 6.1: The skeleton of a human is represented as a tree structure that consists of 15
body parts.
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Thirdly, in addition to the above frame-level features, we also compute the features at the
segment level. Specifically, we compute the highest and lowest position of both hands in
the vertical direction. We sum up the absolute distance that the body joints have moved
in the segment to obtain the distance features. In contrast, the displacement features only
consider change of body joint positions between the start and the end frame. The object
features of the segment are extracted in a similar way as the skeletons.
Note that the frame-based features are highly redundant, therefore we sample these features only once every five frames.

6.5.2

Prediction Feature

Prediction features are computed based on the human kinematic model. At each frame,
we take the skeletal configuration at the previous frame to be the human’s neutral arm
configuration (q̂shoulder , θ̂elbow ). For each candidate object in the environment, we compute an inverse kinematics solution which would allow the human to grasp the object,
and compute the cost C(qshoulder , θelbow ) of this configuration with respect to the nominal
configuration using Equation 6.1. Intuitively, this cost represents the amount of motion
which would be required for the person to reach each object starting at their current configuration. Alternately, there may be no feasible IK solution, which indicates the object
is not reachable given the human’s current location.
To create features from each reach cost, the cost is binned into one of 11 bins, with
the first ten representing equal width ranges of reach costs, and the last bin representing
objects which are unreachable.

6.6

Model Formulation

The goal of our model is to jointly infer the actions up to the present (denoted as y1...k )
as well as the upcoming action yk+1 given an observation sequence x1...k , where k is
the index of a segment. Figure 6.2 shows a factor representation of our models. xk
represents an observed video segment, yk denotes the action label of the segment k, and
zk refers to the type of the moving object in the segment. We can see that the action
variables and the object variables between adjacent segments are inter-connected into
a chain structure where the first-order Markov property holds by considering yk and
zk as a single node. The solid squares in the graph represent the factors that connect
different nodes. Each factor stores part of the model parameters (denoted as w1 , w2 ,
and w3 ), and they are shared along the time line. A factor essentially parameterizes a
potential function in terms of the random variables over its domain (i.e., nodes connected
to the factor). Intuitively, a potential function can be considered as a measurement that
evaluates the compatibility between the connected nodes. For example, suppose a factor
has connections to four nodes: yk−1 , yk , zk−1 , and zk . Then the potential function can
be written as ψ(yk−1 , yk , zk−1 , zk ) in terms of the connects nodes. The function returns
a score when seeing an assignment of yk−1 , yk , zk−1 , and zk . For clarity, the model
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Figure 6.2: This illustrates a factor graph representation of our model. The nodes represent the variables in the model. The connectors are corresponded with the factors that are
defined in Equation 6.5, i.e., solid diamond (ψ 1 ), hollow diamond (ψ 2 ), and solid square
(ψ 3 ).Overall the graph is formed in a chain structure. Note there is no observation associated with the segment k + 1 because it is considered as an upcoming segment in the
future.
that contains the prediction node is noted as prediction model in the chapter, and model
without the prediction node is the recognition model.

6.6.1

Potential Function

There are three types of potentials in the prediction model. The first potential ψ1 models the correlation between the observations and the random variables within the same
segment. Assuming the video has a length of K, we can write the potential as
ψ1 (xk , yk , zk ) = φ1 (xk )T w1 (yk , zk ) + b1 (yk , zk )

(6.2)

where φ(·) is a feature mapping function that converts the raw data of a video segment
into a more meaningful feature representation. In this particular case, φ1 is associated
with the extraction of recognition features as described in Section 6.5.1. w1 (yk , zk ) are
two column vectors of model parameters that weight the features, and b is the bias term
associated with the inner product. This potential sums over the score of yk and zk with
respect to xk computed at each video segment.
The second potential is very similar to the first potential, but it facilitates the predictive
power of xk , and leverages it into the segment that is one step further, e.g., xk is considered as an additional observed node for segment k + 1. Using the full observation may
significantly increase the dimension of the input features. In practice, only the predictive
features (i.e., φ2 ) are chosen because not all the input features are informative for predicting actions in the next time step, and using a subset also reduces the dimensionality
of the features. The potential is written as
ψ2 (xk , yk+1 , zk+1 ) = φ2 (xk )T w2 (yk+1 , zk+1 ) + b2 (yk+1 , zk+1 )
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where the function φ2 (·) extracts the prediction features as described in Section 6.5.2,
and w2 (yk , zk ) and b2 is the parameter.
The third potential models the transitional compatibility between two temporally connected nodes in the sequence:
ψ3 (yk , zk , yk+1 , zk+1 ) = w3 (yk , zk , yk+1 , zk+1 )

(6.4)

where w3 is a four-dimensional matrix that contains the parameters of transitional factors. w3 (yk−1 , zk−1 , yk , zk ) represents the indexing of a particular value in the matrix.
The transition score is analogous to the transition probabilities that are often used in the
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). The main difference is that the transition score is unnormalized, and it is therefore unnecessary for the scores to sum to one. The transition
potential favors a particular configuration of (yk−1 , zk−1 , yk , zk ), where a more likely
configuration obtains a higher potential value.
The final potential function sums over all potentials of the graph. That gives

ΨP (x, y, z) =

K−1
X

ψ1 (xk , yk , zk ) + ψ2 (xk , yk+1 , zk+1 )

k=1

+ψ3 (yk , yk+1 , zk , zk+1 )

(6.5)

where the potential function is linear in terms of the feature space of the graph.
The potential function evaluates the score given a combination of the input x, y, and z.
Since x is observed, the potential function essentially computes the score in terms of the
action labels and the type of objects that the person is interacting with, meaning that it is
a measurement of which actions and object types is correct. Therefore, it is not difficult
to see that the action and object types can be inferred as
(ỹ, z̃, ŷ, ẑ) = arg max ΨP (x, y, z)

(6.6)

y,z

where ỹ and z̃ correspond to the inferred recognition labels (white nodes in Figure 6.2),
and ŷ and ẑ correspond to the inferred prediction labels (gray nodes in Figure 6.2)
based on the prediction model. The equation can be solved efficiently using the forwardbackward algorithm (Rabiner, 1989) thanks to the tree structure of the graph.

6.6.2

Learning Model Parameters

The goal of model learning is to compute the optimal model parameters using a set of
labeled training examples. Suppose we have N training examples, and let us denote them
in the form of triplets, i.e., {x(1) , y (1) , z (1) }, . . . , {x(N ) , y (N ) , z (N ) }.
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Objective Function
The learning objective can be written as follows:
N
1
C X
min kwk2 +
∆
w 2
N i=1

(6.7)

where kwk is an l2 -norm for regularization, C is a regularization hyper parameter to
balance between overfitting and underfitting, and N is in the denominator to make C
comparable between the learned models regardless of the size of the data set.
∆ is a loss function that evaluates the performance of the current model by evaluating the
inconsistency between the prediction and the ground-truth labels. A high loss value implies the prediction based on the model is very incompatible with the ground-truth labels
that are given. The most intuitive loss function is to compute the zero-one loss for all the
latent variables in the graph (i.e., all z and y in Figure 6.2). However, this loss function
is biased because there are far more recognition labels than prediction labels.
In this chapter, we propose a novel loss function where the prediction loss and recognition
loss are comparable. The loss function consists of two components:
∆(ŷ, ẑ, ȳ, z̄, y (i) , z (i) ) =
∆P (ŷ, ẑ, y (i) , z (i) ) + ∆R (ȳ, z̄, y (i) , z (i) )

(6.8)

where ∆P is a loss function computed from the prediction models, and ∆R is a loss function computed from the recognition model. ŷ and ẑ is computed with Equation 6.6, and
they correspond to the prediction labels. For that, we reconstruct each training example
into K − 1 pieces, where all of the pieces start from the first segment of the video with
the length ranging from 2 to K. We assume the label in the last segment of each piece
is the prediction label, and we drop out the observation associated to the last segment.
Consequently, we generate a set of new graphs from each training example, where each
graph follows the same model configuration as in Figure 6.2. For these video pieces, only
labels of the last segment (i.e., prediction labels) are considered in the loss function. This
restricts the learning process in optimizing over the prediction labels while considering
the recognition labels as being latent. To compensate on this, we add an additional action
recognition graph (see Figure 6.3) during the learning process, where the loss is represented as ∆R . For better illustration, the labels that are considered in the loss function
are shown in gray in both Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3.
The potential function of the recognition model (Figure 6.3) is very similar to the one we
defined previously in Section 6.6.1. The recognition model consists of the same types
of potentials as the prediction model. The only difference is that the recognition model
also contains observation in the last segment, thereby an additional factor ψ 1 (xk , yk , zk )
is appended to the potential function. For clarity, we denote the potential function of the
recognition model as ΨR (x, y, z), and ȳ and z̄ are inferred labels from the recognition
model:
ȳ, z̄ = arg max ΨR (x, y, z)
(6.9)
y,z
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Figure 6.3: A factor graph of the recognition model. This model has a similar configuration compared with the prediction model, but it is different in the way that all latent
variables are known during training. This model is complementary to the prediction
model that ensures the transition from the past up to the current time is correct.
Optimization
We would like to find the best set of parameters that are optimized over the objective
function. We adopt the max-margin learning framework from our previous work (Hu
et al., 2014c), and the learning method can be written as follows:

N
1
C X
ξi }
min{ kwk2 +
w,ξ 2
N i=1

(6.10)

s.t. ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N } :
(i)

(i)

Ψ(x , y , z

(i)

) + ξi ≥ ∆(y (i) , z (i) , y ∗ ,z ∗ ) + Ψ(x(i) , y ∗ , z ∗ )

(6.11)

where
(y ∗ , z ∗ ) = arg max ∆(y (i) , z (i) , y, z) + Ψ(x(i) , y, z)

(6.12)

y,z

and Ψ sums over all the potential functions of different graphs:
Ψ(x(i) , y, z) = ΨP (x(i) , y, z) + ΨR (x(i) , y, z)

(6.13)

Equation 6.10 is in a format of solving a quadratic objective subject to a finite number
of linear constraints, and the function can be solved efficiently using methodologies of
Convex Optimization (Boyd et al., 2006).

6.7

Experiments and Results

The system was evaluated on the CAD-120 dataset. In this section, we discuss the results
of both action recognition and action prediction. We compare the proposed model to its
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two variations in order to gain insights about the benefits of adding new components to
the model.

6.7.1

CAD-120 Dataset

The CAD-120 dataset Koppula et al. (2013) contains 61,585 RGB-D video frames and
over 120 RGB-D videos with 4 subjects performing daily life activities. There are in
total 10 different actions to be recognized (reaching, moving, pouring, eating, drinking,
opening, placing, closing, scrubbing, and null). The start and end frames of these activities are labeled. Objects are annotated with three-dimensional bounding boxes, and the
types of the objects are known from the dataset.
The videos are discretized into temporal segments with a fixed length of 20 frames. We
chose the CAD-120 dataset for evaluation for the following reasons: 1) CAD-120 is a
very challenging dataset that presents significant variations in activities, cluttered backgrounds, viewpoint changes, and partial occlusions. 2) The dataset has been used in
many recent similar publications (Hu et al., 2014c; Koppula et al., 2013), allowing easy
comparisions with the performance of other state-of-the-art approaches. 3) The dataset
is captured by an RGB-D camera mounted on the robot, which is closely related to applications in robotics.

6.7.2

Evaluation Criteria

We use the model to make joint prediction of both prediction labels and recognition
labels, and these prediction/recognition labels are evaluated separately. We take a fourfold cross-validation approach for evaluation, where the folds are split based on the four
subjects who perform actions in the dataset.
We report the results using four evaluation metrics, including accuracy, precision, recall,
and F1-score. The accuracy is the percentage of correctly classified action labels. The
reported precision, recall, and F1-score are averaged over all of the action classes.

6.7.3

Results on Action Recognition

Table 6.1 shows the performance of our proposed model and its two variations in the
context of action recognition. 1) The first variation (W ITH O BJ .T YPE) changes based on
our previous soft labeling method by explicitly modeling the object types. We show that
the performance of W ITH O BJ .T YPE decreases compared with the soft labeling model
because the model is made less flexible by enforcing the latent variables as the object
types. The soft labeling model has a chance to converge to a better representation of the
latent variables. 2) In the second variation (W ITH O BJ .T YPE AND P RED .F EAT.), we add the
prediction features to the observations. We show the performance of this model increases
over 1.7 percentage points compared with the first model variation. This suggests the
benefits of considering the cost of reaching into the feature representation. 3) Finally, in
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Table 6.1: Recognition: Test Performance on the CAD-120 dataset with Unifrom Segmentation.
M ETHODS

ACCURACY P RECISION

R ECALL

F1-S CORE

KOPPULA ET AL . (2013)

63.5 ± 2.5

66.6 ± 3.3 61.8 ± 3.6 64.3 ± 3.0

H U ET AL . (2014 D )

68.6 ± 0.7

70.2 ± 0.7 67.6 ± 1.7 68.9 ± 1.1

W ITH O BJ .T YPE

67.4 ± 2.1

67.8 ± 3.1 68.9 ± 1.6 68.4 ± 2.4

W ITH O BJ .T YPE AND P RED .F EAT.

70.6 ± 2.5

79.3 ± 2.1 70.0 ± 3.5 70.1 ± 2.5

F ULL MODEL

69.8 ± 2.6

81.7 ± 2.5 61.1 ± 2.1 72.1 ± 2.4

Table 6.2: Prediction: Test Performance on the CAD-120 dataset with Unifrom Segmentation.
M ETHODS

ACCURACY

F1-S CORE

N EAREST- NEIGHBOR

22.0 ± 0.9

10.6 ± 0.6

ATCRF KOPPULA AND S AXENA (2013 B )

47.7 ± 1.6

37.9 ± 2.6

O UR MODEL

39.7 ± 1.4

40.1 ± 3.0

our full model, we added the extra edge from the current observation to the next latent
state, which shows a performance gain for over 2 percentage point on F1-score.

6.7.4

Results on Action Prediction

Table 6.2 shows the performance of action prediction on the CAD-120 dataset. The base
line we use is the nearest neighbor algorithm. We use the KNN algorithm to find the
nearest neighbor of the last segment in the feature space. For prediction, we consider
the following action of the nearest exemplar as the predicted label. The second approach
is the ATCRF approach as reported in (Koppula and Saxena, 2013b). There is a significant improvement over the nearest neighbor approach because the KNN only focuses on
finding the optimal label at a single segment while disregarding the temporal relations at
other segments. Our model makes joint predictions on both the recognition labels and the
prediction labels, and outperforms the ATCRF approach. Although the accuracy is lower,
the F1-score is improved by about 3 percentage points. This is due to the imbalance of
action labels.

6.8

Conclusion and Future Work

The results in Table 6.1 provide support for our hypothesis that the joint prediction and
recognition model produces better performance on both tasks than two separate mod81
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els. Our full model yielded a significantly higher F1 score than (Koppula et al., 2013),
and a higher F1 score than the current state of the art in (Hu et al., 2014d), though not
to a degree which was statistically significant. The significantly higher precision and
lower recall performance of our algorithm relative to previous work are likely due to
our specific choices for model hyperparameters. Additional tuning of the regularization
parameter could likely produce more balanced precision and recall values.
Our results also support the hypothesis that predictive features derived from a human
kinematic model can improve prediction/recognition performance with only a small increase in feature space dimension. The addition of human kinematic features increased
the F1 score by 1.7 versus a model without them, although this increase was not statistically significant.
Finally, using a pre-specified dictionary of object types produced only a small decrease
in F1 score, from 68.9 to 68.4. Some decrease is to be expected, as the pre-defined
object types give a less expressive model than the latent variable approaches used in past
work. This loss of expressiveness is likely offset by the fact that the pre-specified object
labels produce a model optimization problem which is convex, yielding a model which is
globally optimal given the training data. This convexity also enabled significantly faster
training.

6.8.1

Future Work

A number of changes could further improve the performance of the model. We can predict the future human skeleton using the kinematic model combined with an assumption
about the dynamics driving the human’s motion (e.g., constant velocity). This allows us
to complete the observed nodes in the future and to predict action labels in a longer term.
It is also expected to improve the performance on both recognition and prediction.
The features derived from the human kinematic model could also be improved. This work
uses a very simple ergonomic cost based on the configuration space distance between arm
poses. A more descriptive model could include limits on joint ranges of motion as well
as an ergonomic cost based on muscular effort, comparison to prior training motions, or
other physically-derived quantities.
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7

Multi-User Identification and Efficient
User Approaching by Fusing Robot and
Ambient Sensors

7.1

Abstract

We describe a novel framework that combines an overhead camera and a robot RGB-D
sensor for real-time people finding. Finding people is one of the most fundamental tasks
in robot home care scenarios and it consists of many components, e.g., people detection,
people tracking, face recognition, robot navigation. Researchers have extensively worked
on these components, but as isolated tasks. Surprisingly, little attention has been paid on
bridging these components as an entire system. In this chapter, we integrate the separated
modules seamlessly, and evaluate the entire system in a robot-care scenario. The results
show largely improved efficiency when the robot system is aided by the localization
system of the overhead cameras.

7.2

Introduction

Globally, aging of populations is becoming a potential problem. The growing group of elderly people requires efficient and accurate care-giving at an affordable level, and robots
may offer a solution in future. In recent years, researchers have been extensively working
on the tasks of people detection (Gate et al., 2009), people tracking (Montemerlo et al.,
2002), face recognition (Bormann et al., 2013), robot navigation, and robot controls,
however, mainly as isolated tasks instead of combining these systems for real life applications. In this chapter, we study these tasks jointly, and we propose a unified system that
integrates these components in a home care scenario, as seen in Figure 7.1. The system
is very efficient and suitable for real-time applications. Moreover, the single components
are complementary to help improving the robustness of the entire system.
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Figure 7.1: Fusion of robot and environment cameras for direct user approach.

Two fundamental tasks in robot home care scenarios are people localization and people
identification. They are also the elemental components for more advanced tasks, e.g.,
activity recognition (Hu et al., 2013, 2014c). Commonly used sensors for these tasks
include overhead cameras and RGB-D sensors on mobile robots. The overhead cameras
are usually fixed at the ceiling, covering most of the areas in the room. The cameras
only need to be calibrated once so that t he coordinates of the detected person can be
transformed easily from the image space to the ground-plane of the room. As the camera
is mounted at the ceiling, people in the video are less likely to be occluded by each other.
The overhead camera commonly has a wide field of view. Thereby one camera is often
sufficient for detecting and tracking people in the whole room. Despite these benefits,
it is very difficult for the overhead camera to tell people’s identity. Faces can hardly be
seen at many locations. The most prominent parts of people are the clothes, but they may
be changed over time. Consequently, the overhead camera may be enough to find the
person, but it is not sufficient for people identification.
The sensors on the robot, e.g., the Microsoft Kinect, provide a complementary view to
the overhead camera. The on-board cameras are commonly mounted at a level that keeps
the human face in sight. The RGB-D sensor provides both color images and depth images. By fusion of the depth image and color image, the face can be recognized robustly
(Bormann et al., 2013). However, the RGB-D sensor is limited in both the range and the
view angle. When people are too close, the face is outside the field of view; when they
are far away, the accuracy and resolution of face data drops quickly. An advantage of
the combination with ceiling cameras for tracking is that the robot does not need to keep
monitoring the persons all the time. Hence, the robot may carry out other tasks, rather
than allocating its resources to tracking each person.
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In this chapter, we propose a system that combines the robot RGB-D sensor and the
overhead cameras for real-world applications. The architecture of the proposed system
is shown in Figure 7.2. The system consists of three modules: a) people detection and
tracking, b) people identification, and c) a joint tracker that combines both kinds of information. The first module finds multiple people that are present in the room using two
overhead cameras. The second module identifies people using a Kinect sensor that is
mounted on the robot. The third module collects information from the first two modules
and associates tracks with human identities.
The contributions of the chapter are:
1. We propose a system that integrates the overhead cameras with the RGB-D sensor
for human localization and identification tasks. All components of our system
follow a probabilistic approach so that the system is more robust to noise. The
experiments show that the system is very efficient and can be applied in real-time.
2. Instead of evaluating the components as isolated tasks, we evaluate the effectiveness of the whole system together with robot path planning and navigation in a real
life scenario, i.e., finding one or more persons.
3. We show a novel way of associating the faces with human tracks. We represent the
face locations as weighted particles and the faces are associated with the tracks by
evaluating the weighted particles in a set of Kalman Filters.
The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. We review the related work in
Section 7.3. Afterwards, we introduce three main components of the system, i.e., people
localization and tracking in Section 7.4, people identification in Section 7.5, and the joint
tracker in Section 7.6. We show the results of our experiments in Section 7.8.

7.3

Related Work

In the past few years, there has been considerable work on people detection and people
tracking using computer vision techniques. Most of the work only adopts a single type
of sensor, e.g., color cameras (Belhumeur et al., 1997; Hu et al., 2012a; Li et al., 2011),
depth cameras (Hg et al., 2012; Zhu and Fujimura, 2010), or laser range finders (Arras
and Luber, 2008). More recently, researchers worked on combining different sensors to
make the tracking system more reliable. Cui et al. (2008), Kristou et al. (2011) and Kobilarov et al. (2006) utilize a mobile robot platform to detect people with a laser range
finder and video cameras. Luber et al. (2011) fuse the data from a depth camera and a
color camera. Atsushi et al. (2002) combine multiple cameras for multi-people tracking. For people detection, we employ a similar approach as in (Hu et al., 2012a) and
(Mekonnen et al., 2013). Instead of fusing the on-board laser range finder and the ambient camera, we combine the Kinect sensor with ambient cameras. We use the Kinect
sensor for identifying people and ambient cameras for tracking. The results from the two
components are fused in a probabilistic way by a joint tracker.
Face recognition is usually split up into the detection of face regions in an image and
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Figure 7.2: An overview of the combined tracking and recognition system.
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the actual identification of the detected face image patches. The former task has been
approached on color images using the Viola-Jones classifier (Viola and Jones, 2001).
Later, many extensions have been introduced (Jain and Learned-Miller, 2011; Li et al.,
2011). Face detection is tackled on point clouds using local curvature features (Hg et al.,
2012). An RGB-D fusion system for combined head detection in depth images and
face detection in color images (Fischer et al., 2010) is used for face detection in this
chapter.
There exists a large variety of methods for face identification that might be divided into
projection methods (Belhumeur et al., 1997; Naseem et al., 2010; Turk and Pentland,
1991; Zhang and Ruan, 2010), local pattern-based methods (Ahonen et al., 2006; Tan and
Triggs, 2010), generative models (Georghiades, 2001; Lee et al., 2005), and sparse representations (Wagner et al., 2012). The latter represent the space of known faces with a set
of carefully chosen gallery images whereas generative methods construct an illumination
and pose model for each individual from training data recorded under specialized lighting conditions. Both kinds of methods suffer from long training and/or recognition times.
Given the robustness and real-time demands of robotics applications, projection methods
like Eigenfaces (Turk and Pentland, 1991) or Fisherfaces (Belhumeur et al., 1997), or
local pattern-based methods are preferable. The first construct a handy representation of
identities by projecting the high dimensional face image matrix into a low-dimensional
subspace, which commonly reduces intra-class variance and amplifies inter-class differences. Local pattern-based methods compute dense local binary patterns (Ahonen et al.,
2006) or local ternary patterns (Tan and Triggs, 2010) which become accumulated in
histograms over spatially constrained areas. The robustness of these methods can be improved by applying illumination normalization techniques like histogram equalization,
logarithmic transform (Liu et al., 2002), gamma correction (Goel et al., 2011), discarding
the low-frequency Discrete Cosine Transform coefficients (Chen et al., 2006), Difference
of Gaussians filtering, or contrast equalization (Tan and Triggs, 2010) to the face image
in advance. Compensation measures for varying head pose such as multiple orientation
modeling on the training data (Georghiades, 2001; Pentland et al., 1994) or face plane estimation (Beymer, 1994; Gurbuz et al., 2012; Hg et al., 2012) also increase the robustness
of the identification system. The face recognition module used for this work bases on our
earlier work on robust real-time face recognition systems (Bormann et al., 2013).
Most of the previous work focuses on solving only one type of the tasks and little work
has been done on combining modules and evaluating the system as a whole. In this
chapter, we work on bridging the gaps between the different components and build an
integrated tracking and recognition system that is suitable for real home care scenarios.

7.4

People Localization and Tracking

In this section, we introduce the sub-system for people localization and tracking. The
pipeline of the sub-system is shown in Figure 7.2 (red panel).
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7.4.1

People Localization

The ground-plane area is discretized into small regions for localizing people. Our goal
is to find in which regions the people are located. We define k as a random variable to
indicate the index of a region, and X = {X1 , X2 , ..., XC } as a set of images that are
observed from the overhead cameras. We formulate the people detection problem in a
Bayesian fusion framework (Englebienne and Kröse, 2010).
P (k|X) ∝ P (k)

C
Y

P (Xc |k)

(7.1)

c=1

where P (k) is a prior distribution of seeing a person located at region k, and P (Xc |k)
is the likelihood of seeing the image Xc given there is a person at location k. Here we
assume images captured from different cameras are conditionally independent given the
location of the person. In this chapter, we make a simple assumption that P (k) follows
uniform distribution, although it can also be learned from the training data.
The likelihood term P (Xc |k) in Equation 7.1 computes the joint probability of all pixels
from a single camera given that a person is located at k.
X
X
P (Xc |k) =
Pf (xc ) +
Pb (xc )
(7.2)
xc ∈Φ(k)

xc ∈Φ(k)
/

where xc is a pixel value in X c . Pb (xc ) computes the background probability of the
pixel xc , and Pf (xc ) computes the foreground probability. As we do not know any prior
knowledge about how a person looks like, the foreground probability is a constant for
all pixels. The background probability is estimated by the Adaptive Gaussian Mixture
Model (Zivkovic, 2004), see Figure 7.2. Φ(k) is a binary mask where the ones indicate
the foreground pixels and zeros the background pixels. The mask is generated by evaluating a 3D human-shape template at location k and then projecting the 3D template onto
the image plane. Pixels within the area of the projection are considered as the foreground,
and otherwise the pixels are labeled as the background. We sum up the foreground and
background probabilities over all pixels in the image, and then we are able to evaluate
the product of the likelihood terms with respect to all cameras as in Equation 7.1.
We evaluate the posterior probability using Equation 7.1 for all the regions on the groundplane. People are detected at regions with local maximal posterior probabilities. The
algorithm is implemented using logarithm likelihood probabilities to avoid numerical
problems.
Next, we introduce the algorithm that generates tracks out of the frame-based detections.

7.4.2

Tracking

We use an online tracker that updates tracks every frame. The tracker associates the
detected people with the existing tracks by evaluating the matching scores between the
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detection and the model of the tracks. After that, the new detection is appended to the
corresponding track and tracks get updated separately using a Kalman Filter (Welch and
Bishop, 1995).
We compute the matching score using two cues, i.e., the appearance of a human and the
location. Assume there are M detections and N tracks generated at time t. The matching
score between the mth detection and nth track is computed as
t−1
St (m, n) = Ψ1 (h(otm ), hnt−1 )Ψ2 (otm , st−1
n , vn )

(7.3)

is the previous tracked location,
where otm is the location of the detected person, st−1
n
t−1
can be estimated by the Kalman
and
v
and vnt−1 is the velocity of the track. Both st−1
n
n
and the hisFilter. Ψ1 measures the similarity between the appearance template ht−1
n
togram extracted at the detected location h(otm ). Here we use the Bhattacharyya distance
(Kailath, 1967) for comparing two color histograms
s
Ψ1 (h(otm ), ht−1
n )

=

1−

Xq

hu (otm )ht−1
n,u

(7.4)

u

Ψ2 measures the consistency between the observed location otm and the new location
predicted by the Kalman Filter.
t−1
t−1
Ψ2 (otm , st−1
+ snt−1 − otm , σ 2 )
n , vn ) = N (vn

(7.5)

We can evaluate the matching score using Equation 7.3 for all track-detection pairs. Finding the optimal assignment from the table of matching scores can be efficiently solved
using the Hungarian Algorithm (Kuhn, 1955).

7.5

People Identification

The system for recognizing people with the robot’s RGB-D camera consists of a head
and face detection module, a face recognition module, and a face identification tracker,
see Figure 7.2 (blue panel).

7.5.1

Face Detection

The detection module searches for face images using the Kinect sensor. The detection
has two stages: first, a Viola-Jones detector (Viola and Jones, 2001) is applied in the
depth image for finding the objects that look like a human head. These candidate regions
are then verified in the color image using another Viola-Jones classifier that is trained
on color images. This detection procedure is detailed and evaluated in (Bormann et al.,
2013) and (Fischer et al., 2010).
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7.5.2

Face Identification

Subsequently, those image patches which contain a face are processed by the recognition module. The recognition starts with pre-processing the face image with a gamma
transform (γ = 0.2) and a downscaling of the first 5 coefficients of the Discrete Cosine
Transform on the gray scale image by a factor of 50. This realizes an illumination normalization which renders the recognition algorithm more robust against lighting conditions
that are different from the training data. Then, the algorithm tries to detect facial features
like the eyes or the nose with a Viola-Jones classifier and generates a virtual frontal perspective on the recorded face if those face features can be identified successfully. This
measure diminishes negative effects on recognition stemming from a badly aligned face
image. Eventually, the recognition is conducted by projecting the pre-processed face image into a lower-dimensional space which minimizes the variance of training face images
of the same person and maximizes the inter-class variance according to Fisher’s Linear
Discriminant (Belhumeur et al., 1997). The identity estimate is found as the nearest
neighbor from training data in this space or as a probability distribution constructed from
the labels of the neighborhood. Again, a thorough explanation and evaluation of those
methods is given in (Bormann et al., 2013).

7.5.3

Identity Tracking

The detector and recognizer work based on single image frames. However, due to noise
or misalignment, only using the frame-based recognition may be problematic. Therefore, the recognized identities are filtered by a tracking module for stable identity estimation.
The tracker firstly matches the recognition results in consecutive frames. The matching
score is computed between the previous detection i and current detection j:

C(i, j) = kXi − Xj kL2 + α kPi − Pj kχ2 + β kHi − Hj kχ2

(7.6)

where X denotes the 3d face coordinates in space, P is the probability distribution over
all labels, and H is the histogram of local binary patterns of the head region. α and β
are optional weighting factors for the single metrics. The first term measures the distance to the last detection, the second term computes the similarity in label predictions,
and the third one establishes visual similarity of the tracked image regions. The global
minimum cost assignment between previous and current recognition is found with the
Hungarian method (Kuhn, 1955). New detections in the current set are added afterwards
and initialized with their estimated label probability distribution. To smooth sporadic
false recognitions, the estimated probability distributions are filtered temporally with a
Hidden Markov Model (HMM). The final identity assignment is estimated for each frame
by considering the label probabilities for each detection as inverse costs and computing
the globally optimal assignment with the Hungarian Method.
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7.6

Joint Tracker

So far we have introduced two systems. One system detects, localizes, and tracks all
persons in the room. The system, however, only gets the track ID and does not know
who the person is. The other system identifies the person using the robot sensor, but the
robot has to keep the person in sight all the time. The joint tracker solves the problem
of the two separate systems by combining both of the sensors. The joint tracker assigns
the tracks as unknown persons when they have not been recognized by the robot. Once
people are identified by the robot, names of people are immediately associated with the
tracks.
To increase the robustness of the system, we fuse data from the two sensors in a probabilistic way. In robotic scenarios, locations of both the tracked persons and the robot can
be very noisy. Our robot is localized using the SLAM approach (Grisetti et al., 2007), and
the robot location is represented as a set of weighted particles. As the Kinect sensor is
registered in the robot’s transformation tree, we can always transform the face locations
that are detected by the Kinect sensor into the particle representation in world coordinates. Let the particles be L = {(w1 , l1 ), (w2 , l2 )...(wN , lN )}, where l is the location of
a particle in world coordinates and w is the weight of the particle.
The posterior distribution of the human location returned by the Kalman Filter is a Gaussian distribution, with its mean indicating the most likely position of people and variance
indicating the uncertainty. The set of Kalman Filters from different tracks proposes multiple Gaussian density distributions at each time step. Our goal is to associate the detected
faces with those Gaussian PDFs. We compute the score of associating the ith track with
the j th face as
Q(i, j) =

N
X
n=1



wn
p
exp (ljn − µi )T Σi −1 (ljn − µi )
C |Σi |

(7.7)

where µi is the mean location and Σi is the covariance matrix of the ith track. C is a constant that does not affect the assignments. The best assignments between the tracks and
the detected faces are calculated in the same way as in people tracking. Once the track
has been associated with the face, the name of the person is attached to the track until a
new face is detected for that track. In such a way, the correct name can be recovered if a
person is wrongly recognized at the beginning.

7.7

Strategies for User Recognition and Approaching

There are two fundamental tasks in Human-Robot Interaction (HRI). The first task is
that the robot needs to identify unknown users that are present in the room. The other
task is that the robot is asked to approach a specific person, e.g., a delivery task. This
section presents different algorithms for tackling the two tasks. For each task, we compare two algorithms a) using the robot only, and b) the robot assisted by an overhead
camera.
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7.7.1

Uninformed User Identification

Algorithm 2 describes the identification of present people without help from an external
system. The robot starts searching for users by successively moving to random locations
and turning around by 360◦ each time. In a real situation, users can be supposed to
move around so that a systematic search should not bear any advantages over a random
strategy. Face detection and recognition is continuously running and every found user
is stored internally and announced via speech. Since there is no way to verify that all
present users have been found, the terminating condition may be application-driven, e.g.,
finding a certain set of people, searching for 5 minutes, etc. Laser scanner-based leg
detection is not used as support because of false alarms at house interior, limited view
through occlusions and difficulties with sitting persons.
Algorithm 2 Uninformed recognition of present users.
FUNCTION IdentifyUsersUninformed
recognitions ← ∅
while TerminatingCondition = False do
goal ← computeAccessibleRandomPosition()
recognition ← moveToAndRotate360(goal)
recognitions ← {recognitions, recognition}
end while
return recognitions

7.7.2

Informed User Identification

The combined system allows approaching each human detected by the external tracking
system directly and recognizing the face (see Algorithm 3). In contrast to Algorithm 2,
this algorithm is aware of having labeled all present users.
Algorithm 3 Informed recognition of present users.
detections ← getTrackedHumans()
recognitions ← ∅
for all detections do
goal ← computePositionOnPerimeter(detection)
recognition ← moveTo(goal)
recognitions ← {recognitions, recognition}
end for
return recognitions
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7.7.3

Uninformed User Approach

Algorithm 4 displays the method to approach a specific user using the sensors of the robot
only. After checking the last known user position, a random search strategy is employed
to navigate the robot through the environment searching for the desired person.
Algorithm 4 Uninformed search for a specific user.
targetLocation ← ∅
goal ← lastKnownUserLocation
while robotLocation 6= targetLocation do
recognitions ← moveToAndRotate360(goal)
targetLoc. ← checkForUser(recognitions, targetName)
if targetLocation 6= ∅ then
moveTo(targetLocation)
end if
goal ← computeAccessibleRandomPosition()
end while

7.7.4

Informed User Approach

Algorithm 5 utilizes the additional sensory information from the external cameras to
approach the specific person directly given that he or she has been recognized previously
and tracked in the meantime.
Algorithm 5 Informed search for a specific user.
detections ← getTrackedHumans()
targetLocation ← checkForUser(detections, targetName)
if targetLocation = ∅ then
A PPROACH U SERU NINFORMED(targetName)
else
moveTo(targetLocation)
end if

7.8

Experiment and Results

In our experiments, the robot is asked to complete two different tasks, both of which
occur frequently in home care scenarios with robot assistance. The first task is to let
the robot identify all the people that are present in the room. The second one is to let
the robot find a specific person. We evaluate the efficiency of the integrated system by
measuring the average time that the robot needs to complete the tasks.
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7.8.1

Experiment Setup

The experiments are setup in a domestic environment, see Figure 7.3 and 7.4. There are
two GV-FE420 cameras mounted on the ceiling, one above the sofa area and the other one
in the kitchen. Both cameras are calibrated to the ground-plane with the highest resolution (2048 × 1944 pixels). After calibration, we can easily project the image coordinates
onto the ground-plane. For people detection and tracking, we use only 1/4 of the full
resolution for efficient processing and we find that is sufficient to give stable tracks. The
cameras have a very wide field of view (over 180 degrees), and provide a good overview
of the entire room. We adopt a PC with an Intel Core i7-3770K (3.50GHz) processor for
people detection, tracking and also fusing the incoming face recognition data provided
by the robot. The processing rate of this system is around 9 Hz.
The mobile service robot is a Care-O-bot R 3 which features an omni-directional mobile
base with a flexible torso, a 7 DOF manipulator and a movable sensor head that contains
a pair of stereo cameras and a Kinect RGB-D camera. The control script, navigation
and person recognition software are run on two build-in PCs. The people detection and
recognition module processes the RGB-D data from the Kinect camera at a resolution
of 640×480 pixels. The module uses an Intel Core i7-E610 (2.53GHz) PC and delivers
recognition results at 6 Hz whereat head and face detection generate 90% of the computational effort which can be reduced by using images of lower resolution.
For each experiment, the robot was commanded by a control script whose functionality corresponds to the search strategies proposed in Section 7.7. Both experiments were
conducted with 5 different subjects. To demonstrate the advantages of the combined
recognition and tracking system, we carried out the experiments in two flavors, i.e., once
with the robot sensor only and once combining the robot sensor with the ceiling-mounted
cameras. The environment setup of the two experiments was always the same for comparison. Besides the sofa area, we further defined six locations in the room, see the labels a-f
in Figure 7.3. These points indicate the test locations where people were standing during
our experiments.

7.8.2

Identification of All Present Users

The first experiment measures the performance of system on identifying and tracking
all present users in the room. This is a prerequisite for tasks like activity recognition of
multiple users or fast reacting to an individual call from one of the human users. The
setup is that two or three subjects are distributed in the environment among positions a-f.
We ask the users to look at the robot when it approaches so that the robot can recognize
their faces. In a real scenario, the robot can either attract a user’s attention by speech or
move around the person until the face becomes visible. These options have been excluded
from the experiments to avoid subjective factors in the results.
As a baseline, the robot is asked to find all users with its own sensors only. Algorithm 2 is
applied to navigate the robot randomly until all people have been identified. This scenario
is evaluated under 10 combinations of user locations, see Table 7.1. We report both the
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Figure 7.3: Floor plan of the experimentation site with user locations a-f highlighted and
the coordinate systems of the ceiling and robot cameras, the navigation and camera maps
and the robot base drawn into.

time for finding all users and the number of wrongly identified persons. The baseline
results vary largely in the time for finding all persons. It can be as fast as within one
minute but it may also take more than 5 minutes. On average, all subjects are identified
within 2 minutes and 10 seconds. All of the 26 person labels within the 10 sessions
have been assigned correctly, and only 3 times people were wrongly identified initially
but corrected after a couple of seconds. This yields an initial recognition rate of almost
90%. The two main drawbacks of the baseline approach are: a) the algorithm needs to
be terminated manually as the robot never knows whether all present subjects have been
found and b) the robot has to keep all users constantly in sight in order to keep track of
them, which is not desirable for real-world applications.
The ambient camera system can detect and track humans. The information is shared with
the robot via wireless connection so that the robot stays informed about the locations of
all present persons along with their identities attached to the tracks, even when people are
not visible to the robot. We use Algorithm 3 in our second experiment. After all persons
have been visited and identified, this algorithm terminates automatically and announces
that all users have been found. The times that are needed to identify all present users are
listed in column “combined system” of Table 7.1. The results show that the combined
system is significantly better than the random search. The combined system requires
only 1 minute and 5 seconds on average to complete the task. In contrast, the baseline
approach takes twice the time than the combined system. The standard deviation of the
combined system is around 19 seconds, which is much more stable than the time of 1
minute and 26 seconds in random search. In our experiments, the performance of the
face recognition system is very stable as the guided approach can directly navigate the
robot into an advantageous distance to the subjects so that the faces are always captured
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Table 7.1: Results for finding all present users.
USER

ROBOT ONLY

COMBINED SYSTEM

LOCATIONS

TIME

REC . ERR .

TIME

REC . ERR .

TRACK . ERR .

B, C, D

B, D

5:48
2:18
1:14
1:28
2:56
0:58
1:30
2:00
1:00
2:30

0
0
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
0

1:10
1:05
1:27
0:40
1:20
1:35
0:53
1:04
0:40
0:51

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0

(3 P )
(2 P )
AVERAGE ( ALL )
STDDEV ( ALL )

2:27
1:45
2:10
1:26

1/18
2/8
3/26

1:13
0:52
1:05
0:19

0/18
0/8
0/26

2/18
2/8
4/26

B, C, E
B, C, F
C, D, E
C, D, F
D, E, F
B, E
B, F
C, F

AVERAGE

AVERAGE

with high quality. The ceiling-camera system fails at detecting people at position f for 4
times because people at that location are heavily occluded by the robot from both of the
ambient cameras. Apart from these errors, the system performs outstanding, yielding an
accuracy of correctly tracked and identified people of 85%.

7.8.3

Approaching a Specific User

The second experiment evaluates the performance of our system on approaching a specific user, which is widely used in delivery tasks. In our scenario, the user is sitting on
the couch, calling the robot, and ordering something. The robot then goes to the kitchen
and in the meantime the user stands up and moves to another place. The task of the robot
is to find the user for delivery. The experiment is conducted at three levels of difficulty:
1) with a cooperative user facing the robot all the time, 2) with a busy user facing a fixed
direction, and 3) with two users facing the robot constantly.
The results of the first session are shown in the upper part of Table 7.2. Column “robot
only” corresponds to the baseline case when only the robot sensors are used, see Algorithm 4. We report the times that are spent by the robot on approaching the user among
positions a-f as well as the sofa area after leaving the kitchen area. All delivery times are
quite fast with an average of 47 s. The delivery tasks are accomplished successfully as all
of the users are correctly recognized. These results are compared with the performance
of the “combined system” that keeps tracking the user after being identified. The times
of delivery using Algorithm 5 are a little more than half of Algorithm 4, with only 26 s
on average and deliveries are all successful.
The second session of this experiment requires the users to face a fixed direction. This
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Table 7.2: Results for searching a specific user.
USER
LOCATION ( S )

ROBOT ONLY
TIME

REC . ERR .

COMBINED SYSTEM
TIME

REC . ERR .

TRACK . ERR .

WITH ONE USER FACING THE ROBOT CONSTANTLY

F

0:28
1:28
0:40
0:33
0:28
0:35
1:18

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0:28
0:34
0:18
0:21
0:18
0:29
0:31

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

AVERAGE

0:47

0/7

0:26

0/7

0/7

SOFA
A
B
C
D
E

WITH ONE USER FACING A FIXED DIRECTION

(+ X )
(- Y )
B (- X )
B (- Y )
C (- X )
C (- Y )
D (- X )
D (+ Y )
E (+ X )
E (+ Y )
F (+ X )
F (+ Y )

1:12
7:37
0:26
9:591
0:29
2:27
2:39
2:56
6:42
0:25
1:39
0:55

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0:33
0:43
0:21
0:17
0:20
0:20
0:16
0:20
0:28
0:28
0:31
0:31

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

AVERAGE

2:30

0/12

0:26

0/12

1/12

A
A

WITH TWO USERS FACING THE ROBOT CONSTANTLY
B, A

F, E

0:38
2:17
1:12
0:22
0:43
0:37
1:03
1:21
1:43
1:10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

0:15
0:20
0:21
0:17
0:16
0:14
0:26
0:22
0:52
0:27

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

AVERAGE

1:07

1/20

0:23

1/20

0/20

AVERAGE ( ALL )

1:34
1:44

1/39

0:25
0:09

1/39

1/39

97.4%

97.4%

B, C
B, D
C, D
D, A
D, F
E, A
E, B
F, B

STDDEV ( ALL )
ACCURACY ( ALL )
1

97.4%

aborted after 10 minutes of search, excluded from cumulative statistics
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and Ambient Sensors

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.4: Robot trajectories of finding a specific person when (a) using random search
and (b) assisted with the external tracking system.
makes the approaching a harder problem as the robot may not obtain a good perspective
of the face. In Table 7.2, signs + and - refer to the user’s orientation, e.g., “a (+x)” means
that the user stands at location a, facing the positive direction of the x axis. The results
show that the combined system significantly outperforms the system that only uses the
robot sensors. The average search time for the robot-only system is 2 minutes 30 seconds
which is 5 times longer than the 26 seconds when using the combined system. The worst
case of the robot-only system occurs at “b (-y)”, which has to be manually terminated
after 10 minutes of unsuccessful search. For the combined system, the results of the
second session are similar to those of the first session. This is because the user’s gaze
direction is irrelevant when the position is already known from the overhead cameras.
A speed up could possibly be obtained for the uninformed search by utilizing full body
recognition and moving around found persons trying to recognize the face. For both
systems, no recognition error is observed, but the tracking system loses the user once
after delivery in case “c (-x)”.
The third session is a more realistic situation where multiple people are present and the
robot is required to approach the correct person. The lower part of Table 7.2 presents
the results of 10 experiments with two users. The user who has ordered in the sofa area
goes to the position that is underlined in Table 7.2, the other user is located at the second
position. Both users are told to face the robot constantly. Accordingly, the average time
of approaching is 1:07 for the robot-only system, which is similar to the experiments with
only one user. A recognition error occurs once when the order is delivered to a wrong
person. Using the combined sensor system, the robot can be guided to the correct person
in approximately the same time as in the tests before. Apart from one recognition error
during delivery, the tasks are successfully completed.
In conclusion, the delivery tasks can be accomplished with the accuracy of 97.4% using
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both strategies of approaching. With the combined system, however, the delivery is three
times faster than the unguided search, and the results have a smaller deviation. Hence,
using the combined system is more efficient and more stable than just using the robot
sensors for our tasks.

7.9

Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter, we use ambient cameras for detecting and tracking people, and we use
a robot-mounted RGB-D sensor for identifying people. The information from the both
sensors is combined in a joint tracking system for efficient and accurate people finding.
The results show that by leveraging these two complementary types of sensors, the robot
can be guided to approach people directly instead of searching through the room. This
significantly reduces the approaching time and provides a more intuitive and comfortable
way for the users to interact with robots.
Based on the people tracking and identification system proposed in this chapter, we are
currently working on activity recognition and prediction for multiple users. The working system allows the robot for deliberately offering assistance on critical tasks and may
serve for long-term medical checkups by detecting deviations from the user’s daily activity schemes. We furthermore plan to enhance the approaching algorithms with proxemics (Hall, 1966), i.e., having the robot to approach the user in a human-acceptable
way.
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Conclusions
The research presented in this thesis focuses on the understanding of human activities
from sensory data in the context of an accompany robot. We developed and studied
probabilistic models for recognition and prediction. The real-world setting of the system
brought a number of challenges such as the large variability in the actions, or the noise in
the annotations of the data. In this chapter, we present our concluding remarks and highlight the contributions of the thesis. We end this chapter with a discussion on directions
for future research.

8.1

Conclusions and Contributions

The first challenge was how to deal with the variability in actions. For example the
action grasping can be carried out in many ways. The research question focused on the
type of probabilistic approaches that can model the large within-class variation of human
actions. In Chapter 3, we studied Hidden-state discriminative models for human action
recognition, where we introduced latent variables to exploit the underlying structures
of the action states. The model is very efficient in that the inference algorithm can be
transformed into a linear-chain structure. Comparing with the state-of-the-art approach
of Koppula et al. (2013) which used a loopy CRF to model object affordances and to
capture the interactions between objects and the user, we show that a linear-chain model
without latent variables outperforms it by 2.2 percentage points in terms of F-score. We
further show that by adding two latent states and initialization with clustering on the
input data, the state-of-the-art is outperformed by over 5 percentage points in terms of
both precision and recall. Compared with Koppula et al. (2013) that has a fixed structure
of interaction between nodes, our model is more flexible which makes it easier for the
model to be extended to other fields.
The second challenge was related to the labeled data that are needed for training a model.
The research question that was studied in Chapter 4 asked how we can train a model
from action sequences when labels are noisy. To answer that, we present a method to
train discriminative graphical models from soft labels, which allows annotation uncertainty to be explicitly incorporated. The advantage of soft labeling is that it incorporates
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the confidence of labels during annotation and can deal with missing labels or annotator disagreement. We propose a novel approach for learning, where computation of
the loss functions considers the annotation uncertainty. The framework was evaluated
on the CAD-120 benchmark dataset for action recognition. Our cross-validated results
demonstrate the benefits of soft labeling in handling annotation uncertainty. Results of
the T-tests show that our model performs significantly better (p < 0.05) than the state-ofthe-art when the labeling uncertainty is from 10% to 90%. As the soft labeling is a very
general representation, our model can be extended to solving other tasks, e.g., learning
with partially annotated data, learning with multiple labels which are inconsistent.
Many methods for activity understanding follow a hierarchical approach: firstly the low
level actions are recognized, and subsequently the activities are derived from the sequence of actions. The third challenge of this thesis addressed the modeling and learning
methods of the activity hierarchy. In Chapter 5, we present a hierarchical approach that
simultaneously recognizes actions and activities based on RGB-D data. The interactions
between actions and activities are captured by a Hidden-state CRF framework. In this
framework, we use the latent variables to exploit the underlying structures of actions.
The recognition is based on the joint interaction between activities and actions. This is
in contrast to the traditional approach, which only focuses on one of them. The proposed
model is compared with the single layer approach, wherein we learn a direct mapping
from video-level features to activity labels. The single layer approach has no intermediate action labels. Our results show significant improvement (P < 0.05) when using
the hierarchical model compared to using the single-layered approach on both CAD-60
and CAD-120 datasets. The results of experiments also demonstrate the effectiveness
of adding a unsupervised latent layer to the model and the improvement is also significant (p < 0.01) after using latent variables. Finally, the results also demonstrate the
importance of jointly estimating actions and activities. The F-score is increased by 3
percentage points using our proposed model, with an increase of 2.4 percentage points in
terms of precision and 3.6 percentage points in terms of recall.
The fourth challenge in human activity understanding for robotics dealt with the fact that
we not only need to recognize past actions but also need to predict human actions in the
future. The research question was whether our developed models for recognition were
suitable for prediction. This is addressed in Chapter 6, where the model builds upon the
previous chapters but with an additional link between the observation at time t and the
action state at time t + 1. This allows for simultaneously recognizing of human actions
up to the present and inferring future action intents. Our approach also incorporates a
human kinematic model which allows us to generate features that compactly capture the
reachability of objects in the environment and the motion cost to reach those objects.
Experiments using the CAD-120 benchmark dataset show that both the joint modeling
approach and the human kinematic features give improved F1 scores by 3 percentage
points compared with the previous state-of-the-art.
The last challenge that we encountered in human activity analysis in robotic context dealt
with the problem of people finding. In Chapter 7, we present a novel framework that
combines an overhead camera and a robot RGB-D sensor for real-time people finding.
Finding people is one of the most fundamental tasks in robot home care scenarios and it
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consists of many components, e.g., people detection, people tracking, face recognition,
robot navigation. Researchers have extensively worked on these components, but as
isolated tasks. Surprisingly, little attention has been paid on bridging these components
as an entire system. In this chapter, we integrate the separated modules seamlessly, and
evaluate the entire system in a robot-care scenario. The results show largely improved
efficiency when the robot system is aided by the localization system of the overhead
cameras. The results show that using data fusion, the delivery tasks is three times faster
than using the robot sensor alone, while still maintaining the same accuracy.

8.2

Future Work

Although we studied many challenges in human activity understanding from RGB-D
data streams, a number of challenges have not been dealt with.
Chapter 6 of the thesis introduced the model that can be used to predict future actions
based on the data sequence up to the current time. Besides the future actions, it is also
very important for the robot to be able to predict which activity is going to be performed.
If we view an activity as a sequence of actions, it is common that we only observe a
partial sequence of the actions instead of the whole, in which case we may still want to
know what the probability distribution of the current (uncompleted) activity is. E.g., By
only observing that a person got a box from the fridge, it is often useful that the robot
can already make a guess whether the person is going to prepare meal or take medicine.
This is very useful for the robot to make plans ahead and to shorten the reaction time in
the future.
The work above can be further extended to detect unsuccessful activities, i.e., activities
that the elderly fails to perform. By comparing the intended activities with the actual
performance of the older people, we can evaluate the physical performance of the older
people as well as provide pro-active assistance. The unsuccessful activities are very common in home-care scenarios, and it usually implies difficulties of the person to achieve
certain tasks. For example, the elderly is going to take medicine, and she attempts a few
times to reach the pill box. But it turns out that the pill box is too far to be reached. With
the recognition of unsuccessful activities, the robot is able to provide personalized services that fit the elderly’s ability. The challenge here is that the unsuccessful activities are
usually iterated. For example, the elderly people, who are attempting to stand up, may
need to try several times before they succeed. Detecting such a pattern is particularly
useful for the re-ablement tasks. By detecting their attempts, the robot can choose not
to intervene at the first attempt but rather provide necessary assistance later according to
the ability of the elderly. The difficulty of this approach is to how to model the progress
level of the activity and how to decide an activity is successful or not.
Besides the unsuccessful activities, another interesting topic to work on is the detection
of anomalous activities, i.e., activities that are performed under a wrong context (e.g.,
at a wrong place, with a wrong object, or at a wrong time). For example, sitting on a
couch is a normal behavior, but sitting on the floor of a bathroom is abnormal which may
requires assistance from the robot. To detect this type of behavior, it is useful to build
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a graphical model to encode human activities in their context. The interaction between
human, objects and other context information should be captured by the model. The main
challenge is how to train the model with a limited number of negative training samples,
i.e., data that belongs to the category of anomalous activities.
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Samenvatting
Het proefschrift presenteert onderzoek naar de analyse van menselijke activiteiten in de
context van zorgrobots in de woonomgeving. Door de veroudering van de wereldbevolking dreigt er een tekort aan verzorgers en gespecialiseerde arbeidskrachten, en zorgrobots
kunnen helpen om dit probleem op te lossen. Een robot thuis kan continu aanwezig zijn
en dagelijkse hulp bieden. De robot kan ook een oogje in het zeil houden en een alarm
genereren als een ongeluk zou gebeuren. Om deze functionaliteiten te kunnen bieden,
moet de robot menselijke activiteiten kunnen observeren, meten, en begrijpen.
Dit proefschrift onderzoekt het gebruik van verscheidene sensoren om menselijke activiteiten te begrijpen, met name zogenaamde “RGB-D” sensoren op de robot, omnidirectionele camera’s aan het plafond en kleine binaire sensoren die in de omgeving
worden opgehangen. Om de variaties die voorkomen binnen een klasse van activiteiten
te kunnen vatten, stellen we een model voor dat een sequentie latente variabelen gebruikt
die impliciet, zonder menselijke annotatie, geleerd wordt. De resultaten tonen dat deze
latente variabelen met succes de verschillende manieren om een activiteit uit te voeren
vatten, en dat ze de state-of-the-art met 5 percent-punten verbeteren in zowel precision
als recall.
Tijdens het onderzoek is gebleken dat menselijke annotatoren het niet altijd met elkaar
eens zijn, en dat de labels die ze opgeven ruis bevatten. We stellen daarom een tweede
model voor dat deze onzekerheid incorporeert, en introduceren leermethodes die deze
onvolmaakte labels gebruiken om optimale modelparameters te vinden. De resultaten
tonen aan dat, wanneer er ruis in de labels aanwezig is, het voorgestelde model significant
beter (p < 0.05) presteert dan de state-of-the-art.
De modellen zijn gericht op het herkennen van activiteiten, niet acties. Maar het is
intuı̈tief duidelijk dat acties en activiteiten sterk gecorreleerd zijn, en dat de ene kan
helpen om de andere te herkennen. Daarom stellen we, ten derde, een hiërarchisch
model voor dat de activiteitlabels met verschillende graden van complexiteit kan encoderen. In dit model zijn de nodes voor activiteiten en acties verbonden, hetgeen het
gezamenlijk herkennen ervan mogelijk maakt. De resultaten tonen aan dat dit de F-score
met 3 percent-punten verbeterd ten opzichte van de state-of-the-art (2.4% precision en
3.6% recall). Met het incorporeren van de acties in de hiërarchie zien we een significante
verbetering (p < 0.05) in F-score t.o.v. een éénlagig model.
Aangezien het in een interactie belangrijk is om niet alleen te weten wat de andere aan het
doen is, maar ook wat hij van plan is, stellen we ten vierde een nieuw algoritme voor dat
toekomstige acties kan voorspellen. Dit is van bijzonder belang als de robot pro-actief
hulp moet bieden vóór een actie compleet is. We incorporeren een kinetisch model om de
kosten te schatten van het reiken naar een object, en deze kosten worden als kenmerken
gebruikt om toekomstige acties te schatten. De resultaten tonen een verbetering met 3
percent-punten t.o.v. de state-of-the-art.
Tenslotte zijn de analyse van acties en activiteiten een computationeel duur proces, en
het is vaak gelimiteerd door hetgeen de robot kan observeren. De robot moet zich vaak
verplaatsen zodat een persoon binnen het bereik van zijn RGB-D sensor komt te zitten,
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hetgeen vaak tot ineffectief gedrag leidt. In het laatste hoofdstuk stellen we voor om overhead camera’s te gebruiken om mensen in de omgeving te detecteren en volgen, zodat
die effectief benaderd kunnen worden voor taken zoals identificatie, activiteitherkenning
of voorspelling van hun bedoelingen. Door de data van de robot sensor te combineren
met de omgevingssensor slaagt de robot erin taken drie keer sneller uit te voeren dan met
alleen robot-sensoren.
Dit proefschrift heeft diepgaand het probleem van het begrijpen van menselijke activiteiten
onderzocht, op verschillende niveaus van granulariteit, waarbij expliciet de variaties in
activiteiten en het oneens zijn van annotatoren in rekening werden gebracht. Het geeft
een belangrijke verbetering t.o.v. de state-of-the-art, en verschaft een stevige theoretische
basis voor een belangrijk praktisch probleem.

Summary
The thesis presents research on the understanding of human activities in the context of
home companion robots. Global aging results in a shortage of caregivers, and companion
robots can help alleviate the problem. At home, robots can be deployed continuously
and provide daily assistance, keep watch, and relay alarms in case of accidents. All
these require the companion robots to be able to sense, perceive, and understand human
activities.
This thesis explores the use of multiple sensors, including an RGB-D sensor on the robot,
overhead cameras on the ceiling, and small unobtrusive binary sensors that are fixed to the
environment for human activity understanding. To be able to capture the large variations
within each of the action classes, we propose a model that uses a sequence of latent
variables which can be implicitly learned without human annotation. The results show
that these latent variables can successfully capture different ways of performing actions,
and outperform the state-of-the-art by over 5% percentage points in both precision and
recall.
In the research, it turned out that human annotators may disagree, and that the labels
they provide may contain noise. Therefore, we propose a model that incorporates the
uncertainty of labeling, and introduce learning methods that can use the noisy labels for
finding the optimal model parameters. The results show that when noise is present in the
labels, the proposed model performs significantly better (p < 0.05) than the state-of-theart.
The above two models both focus on recognizing actions, not activities. But intuitively
actions and activities are tightly coupled, and knowing one of them is useful to infer the
other. Therefore, thirdly, we propose to use a hierarchical model that can encode the
activity labels with different complexity. In this model, the activity and action nodes
are interconnected, which allows the joint estimation of both activity and action labels.
The results show that by using joint modeling of actions and activities, the F-score is
increased by 3 percentage points compared with the state-of-the-art, with an increase of
2.4 percentage points in terms of precision and 3.6 percentage points in terms of recall.
By incorporating the layer of action labels, we can see significant improvement (p <
0.05) in terms of F-score when compared with the single-layered approach on activity
recognition.
As in interaction it is important to not only recognize what the other is doing but also
what they intend to do, in our fourth contribution we propose a novel algorithm that
can predict upcoming actions. This is particularly important when the robot needs to
give pro-active assistance before an actual action is complete. We incorporate a human
kinematic model for estimating the cost of reaching objects, and these costs are used as
features for predicting future actions. The results show an improvement of 3 percentage
points in F-score compared with the state-of-the-art.
Finally, analyzing human activities and actions is quite an expensive process, and it is
often limited by what the robot can sense. It often needs to navigate so that the target
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person is within the range of the RGB-D sensor, sometimes leading to ineffective behavior. In the final chapter, we propose to use overhead cameras for detecting and tracking
persons in the room, which can be used to efficiently approach the person for tasks such
as person identification, activity recognition, and intent prediction. By fusing the data
from the robot sensor and the ambient sensor, the proposed approach performs the tested
tasks three times faster than using only the robot sensors.
In summary, this thesis thoroughly investigated the problem of understanding human
activities, at different levels of granularity and taking into account both the variability
in activities and annotator disagreement. It provides important improvement over the
state of the art, and provides theoretically solid understanding to a very practical problem.
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